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The Montdarion H osts SGA D ebates
All Eight Candidates Battled It Out To Show Who Has What It Takes To Win Their Running Position
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
The staff of The Montdarion 
hosted SGA debates Monday in 
the student center ballrooms, giv­
ing each candidate running to be 
on the SGA E-board next year a 
chance to prove why they are best 
for their running position.
The candidates running for 
SGA president, 2005 SGA presi­
dent Angelo Lilia and 2005 presi­
dent pro tempore Anthony Guttilla, 
had to answer 11 questions, and 
the candidates running for vice 
president, Amy Chicken and Ralph 
Mullenax, had to answer seven 
questions.
The candidates running for sec­
retary, Matthew DePasquale and 
Donna McFadden, had to answer 
six questions, and treasurer can­
didates Maria Soares and Jamie 
Dresher had to answer seven ques­
tions, all of which were made and 
asked by The Montdarion staff 
The candidates running for board 
of trustees failed to show up to the 
debate.
Before the debates began, the 
candidates were informed of how 
many questions they would be 
asked, so they could prepare the 
right amount of time to put aside 
for their rebuttal.
When asked a question, the can­
didates had one minute to reply, 
and 30 seconds to rebut their chal­
lenger, with two rebutalls allowed 
per candidate.
The Montdarion held the right 
to ask any follow-up questions as 
the debate progressed.
Following the debates, the 
Editorial and Executive Board of 
The Montdarion voted on whom to 
endorse in this week’s issue of The 
Montdarion.
S E E  ‘DEBATES’ ON P. 4
Dominique Wilson I The Montdarion
The candidates, who are running for positions on the 2006 SGA E-board, were at The Montclarioifs annual 
SGA debates to answer questions comprised by The Montdarion staff.
SGA Bill P asses To Investigate 
MSU Wrestling Team Concerns
Jose O rtiz 
Managing Editor
The Red Hawk wrestling team 
along with the Student Government 
Association (SGA) have once again 
taken a stand against the univer­
sity’s decision to cut the wrestling 
program.
The resistance has come in the 
form of an SGA bill authored by 
Legislators Eileen M athis and 
Anthony Gutilla calling for the 
sport’s reinstatement and a full 
investigation into the matter. SGA 
President Angelo Lilia also sup­
ported the wrestling team with his 
address at the Board of Trustees 
meeting last on April 6.
“I am genuinely concerned,” said 
Lilia. “It has been suggested that
serious allegations made on the part 
of the wrestlers were not addressed 
in a satisfactory manner which put 
their well-being at risk. My duty 
as Student Government President 
is to make sure that every student 
on this campus is heard, and the 
rights of each student are being 
adhered to.”
There was also a rally held in 
front of the Student Center meant 
to raise student awareness about 
the situation.
“I felt that the rally did a nice job 
of cluing in some of the people on 
some of the unfortunate events that 
took place this season,” said soph­
omore wrestler and SGA Justice 
Anthony Rodriguez. “We’re still 
working with the SGA, the rally is 
not the last thing going on.”
The investigation that Mathis’ 
and Gutilla’s bill endorsed would 
be focused on where the money 
raised to reinstate the team last 
year went, the sexual harassment 
allegations against the head coach 
and into the circumstances under 
which the program became one 
with a “negative atmosphere.”
Still the efforts by Gutilla, 
Mathis, Lilia and the rest of the 
wrestling team have not moved 
the university up to this point. 
According to Vice President of 
Student Development and Campus 
Life, Dr. Karen Pennington has 
said that the decision is final and 
that there is nothing the wrestling 
team can do to be reinstated. Also
S E E  ‘BILL’ ON P. 5
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The MSU wrestling team attended the SGA meeting Wednesday, April 5, to urge the SGA legislature to pass a 
bill asking for the sport’s reinstatement at MSU, and an investigation of the matter.
Pascrell Passes 
Fire Safety Act
M argaret Oko 
S ta ff Writer
On January 19, 2000 a fire 
blasted through one of Seton Hall 
University’s residence halls kill­
ing three people and leaving at 
least 58 others injured. It was this 
fire that captured the attention 
of Congressman Bill Pascrell, who 
has since introduced the “Campus 
Fire Safety Right to Know” Act.
The bill will enforce universities 
to provide statistics on the number 
of actual fires in all student hous­
ing facilities, both on and off cam­
pus.
It has also asked that universi­
ties provide information on deaths, 
injuries and any structural damage 
due to fire related incidents over 
the past two years.
Along with all colleges and 
universities, M ontclair State 
University will be conforming to 
the ‘Campus Fire Safety Right to 
Know’ act recently passed by the 
House of Representatives.
Students on campus have high 
hopes that this bill will help to 
ensure the safest possible environ­
ment for students, faculty, and the 
entire Montclair community and 
that MSU will never have to expe­
rience an incident like the one at
Seton Hall.
“I hope MSU officials can do 
whatever it takes to make our cam­
pus as safe as possible. I spend 
more time here than I do at home, 
so I feel I have a right to know 
how secure we are in any type of 
emergency,” said MSU commuter, 
Dagmara Barecka.
According to MSUs fire com­
pliance safety coordinator, Robert 
Ferrara, the bill will not affect any 
of the current procedures in the 
Fire Safety department, and that 
Montclair State is already one step 
ahead of the game.
“I have always had an open 
door policy,” explained Ferrara, “all 
information about campus is public 
record.”
The Campus Fire Safety Right- 
to-Know Act will also require that 
each university provide fire safety 
information publicly to students, 
parents and faculty.
Additionally, it will also pro­
vide universities that voluntarily 
upgrade their safety systems with 
fire safety systems such as fire 
alarm s, fire sprinklers and/or, 
smoke detectors with powerful 
incentives.
“I have ju st completed an
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THURSDAY 13 
Passover
CARS: Commuter Breakfast, 
Commuter Lng, 9:00 a.m.
ISO: International Fun Night, 
SC Dining Rm, 7:00 p.m.
Phi Beta Sigma: Step Show, 
Memorial Aud., 7:00 p.m.
FRIDAY 14
Good Friday 
No Classes
Street Crossing: Intimate 
Photographs by Donald Lokuta, 
Art Gallery, All Day
SATURDAY 15
Have A Great Weekend!
Essence in a Glimpse: Thoughts 
on the Art of George Segal, Art 
Gallery, All Day
SUNDAY 16
Easter
MONDAY 17
Let’s Talk About Sex, Drop-In 
Center, 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
CaribSO: Game Night, SC 
Ratt, 7:00 p.m.
TUESDAY 18
Creative Arts for Stress Relief, 
Drop-In Center,
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY ;19
On Your Own: Taking Control 
of Your Finances, SC Annex 
Rm. 209, 2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Creative Arts for the Inner 
Child, Drop-In Center,
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SGA: Meet The Dean of CHSS, 
Dickson-Cohen Lounge,
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Salsa Lessons, Drop-In Center, 
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Dance Works, Kasser Theatre, 
7:30 p.m.
E îH E I Ü
S G A  n o tes w e re  not 
provided th is w ee k .
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The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper pro­
viding one copy per person. 
Additional copies are $0.25
Corrections
The Montclarion willingly 
corrects its factual errors. If 
you think that we've made a 
mistake in a story, please call 
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee 
at (973) 655-5230.
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The Police 
Report:
Thefts Plummuge Up This 
Week's Police Reports
4/2/06 - A student reported the theft of 
an X-Box, iPod, and various DVDs located 
in Blanton Hall. This case is under investi­
gation.
4/2/06 - A student reported the theft of 
their motor vehicle while located in lot 
28.
4/5/06 - A staff member reported the 
theft of an IBM laptop, located in 
Partridge Hall.
4/5/06 - A student reported the theft of 
two DVDs located in Stone Hall.
4/5/06 - A student reported being 
struck by an opened door knowingly 
by her roommate, located in Bohn Hall. 
Complainant refused to file criminal 
charges.
4/5/06 - A student reports the theft of 
their cell phone, located in the Red Hawk 
Diner.
4/6/06 - A student reported leaving their 
purse located on the second floor of 
the Student Center bathroom. Upon her 
return, she found her purse without the 
wallet.
4/6/06 - A student reported scratches on 
their motor vehicle while located in lot 
46.
4/6/06 - Staff reported finding broken 
orange paintbalis scattered throughout 
the Blanton Hall Cafeteria.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
Local News W ÊÊM mmmmCOM PILED BY CHANTAL G A É
NEWARK - A Newark special 
police officer on duty during a 
fatal bar shooting Sunday morn­
ing was suspended indefinitely 
yesterday by Newark Police 
Chief Irving Bradley.
The chief said David Morton, 
71, is under investigation for 
showing up for work at the Cave 
Lounge without wearing his 
badge or uniform, for failing to 
sign in for duly and for being 
“uncooperative” with supervi­
sors at the slaying scene.
It was the second time Morton 
has been cited for showing up for
work in street clothes, Bradley 
said. It is also the second time 
someone has been killed at 
the Cave while Morton was on 
guard.
EAST ORANGE - An embattled 
East Orange pastor and his wife 
yesterday remained the target 
of credit card fraud and identity 
theft probes, but Essex County 
Prosecutor Paula Dow said her 
office has yet to receive any de 
tails to see if the gathered evi­
dence merits prosecution.
East Orange police detective
A1 Marina, the Secret Service’s 
Newark field office ànd the U.S. 
Postal Inspector’s Newark office 
initially investigated accusations 
of wrongdoing lodged against 
thé Rev. Dwight Gill, pastor of 
the New Hope Baptist Church, 
at Prospect and Norman streets, 
and his wife, Bonnie Carla Gill, 
said East Orange police detec­
tive Andrew DiElmo.
NEWARK - Essex County, sher­
iff’s detectives yesterday arrest­
ed three robbery sus pects in 
Newark moments after one of
them had allegedly snatched a 
purse from an elderly woman 
in thè parking lot of a Belleville 
supermarket.
Jose Santiago, 35, of Newark 
was accused of stealing the 
victim’s purse outside the Food 
Basics supermarket on Main 
Street at 1:30 p,m., Sheriff 
Armanda Fontoura said in  a 
prepared statement. The sus­
pects were seized with $1,200 
cash, the victim’s purse, a small 
amount of cocaine and hypoder­
mic needles, according to the 
sheriff.
National News COM PILED BY CHANTAL GABE
WASHINGTON D.C. - Pump 
prices for gasoline are rising 
with the temperature, and likely 
will average about a 25 cents a 
gallon more than last summer, 
but not enough to keep people 
home.
The Energy Department’s 
new “seasonal outlook,” released 
Tuesday, projects that the price 
for regular grade gasoline will 
average $2.62 a gallon, barring 
any unexpected supply dis­
ruptions. Gasoline prices have 
soared since February.
Last week motorists paid on 
average $2.68 a gallon nation­
wide for regular, an 18-cent 
increase in two weeks and 40 
cents higher than the national 
average a year ago.
SACRAMENTO, CA - Rain was 
falling Tuesday in northern and 
central California, where Gov. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger declared 
a state of emergency in seven 
counties that have been battered 
by storms and flooding.
In his emergency declara­
tion Monday, Schwarzenegger 
warned that levees in the region 
had been seriously weakened by 
the storms and were in danger of
breaking. The National Weather 
Service forecast rain through the 
weekend.
“There’s great vulnerability in 
the San Joaquin Valley and the 
Central Valley,” Schwarzenegger 
said after touring the state’s 
flood operations center. “We 
want to do everything we can to 
make sure that we don’t  have a 
levee break.”
EPHRATA, WA - Prosecutors 
opened the murder trial of a 15- 
year-old boy accused of beating 
and stabbing to death a learn­
ing disabled youth by showing
grisly photos of the victim’s stab 
wounds.
The trial opened Monday 
more than three years after the 
2003 killing of 13-year-old Craig 
Sorger at a recreational vehicle 
park. A medical examiner said 
Sorger was beaten and repeat­
edly stabbed, with the tip of a 
knife left in his skull.
Evan Savoie was' charged as 
an adult with first-degree mur­
der. Savoie, who was 12 a t the 
time, is believed to be among 
the youngest murder defendants 
ever charged as an adult. He has 
pleaded innocent.
International News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GA MÈÊÊÊÊÊÊ
IRAN - Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad con­
firmed Tuesday that his country 
has successfully produced low- 
grade enriched uranium at a 
level sufficient to power nuclear 
plants.
“I officially announce that 
Iran  has joined countries 
with nuclear technology,” 
Ahmadinejad said.
He stressed that Iran’s 
nuclear efforts were for peace­
ful efforts and that no country 
should stand in its way.
The enrichment took place
Sunday, the president said, add­
ing that “our nuclear activities 
have been under complete super­
vision, unprecedented super­
visions” by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency.
NAIROBI, KENYA - Kenyan 
President Mwai Kibaki has 
declared three days of nation­
al mourning after a military 
plane carrying politicians to a 
peace conference crashed while 
attempting to land during bad 
Weather, killing at least 14 
people, including two assistant
Cabinet ministers.
Four of the 17 people on the 
plane were pulled from the fiery 
wreckage alive on Monday and 
flown to Nairobi for treatment, 
witnesses said. But one survivor 
died on the way. “This is the 
worst tragedy to h it the National 
Assembly,” Kaparo said.
ROME, ITALY - Italian Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi has 
refused to concede in the coun­
try’s flections, despite official 
results showing opposition lead­
er Romano Prodi’s center-left
coalition taking control of both 
houses of Parliament.
“There are big discrepancies 
and all these discrepancies have 
to be looked at and checked, so 
I don’t  think that these could 
be called the final results,” 
Berlusconi said in a hve televi­
sion address on Tuesday.
The next step in the process 
is for Italy’s highest court to 
certify the vote -- and with about 
a million disputed ballots in the 
tight race, Berlusconi’s allies 
have demanded a scrupulous 
Check of the counting.
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As a result of strong community support, AFT Local 1904 will be sponsoring an 
additional two-day collection drive for our Adopt-a-School effort on Wednesday, April 
19th and Thursday, April 20th in the Student Center (on the 2nd floor). On both days, the 
collection drive will run from 1 lam  - 2pm. Come to our table: our banner will make us 
easy to find.
In September 2005, AFT Local 1904 initiated discussions amongst our members 
regarding a formal response to the people of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama who 
were impacted by Hurricane Katrina. At that time, we vowed that we would establish an 
AFT Local 1904 Adopt-a-School Project. As educators, we were concerned about the 
large number of children displaced by the disaster and the school systems trying to 
accommodate them. We correctly assumed that donations would dry up, as the media 
spotlight on the catastrophe dimmed. The Washington Post reported (on 27 February 
| 2006) that donations are lagging, even as charities continue to receive appeals for funds
j and materials from the victims. You can read the article at
http://aftlocal1904.org/Katrinadonations.htm. Currently, the people remain in need as 
they work diligently to rebuild shattered lives.
The Union will be sponsoring via the Long Beach (Mississippi) AFT, we have been 
provided with the names of three schools in Mississippi, as well as lists of the items that 
those schools need. The Union will accept donations of the products listed below and/or 
donations of money. If you are unable to stop by the table, but wish to make a 
contribution nonetheless, please feel free to bring items or checks made payable to AFT 
Local 1904—Adopt-a-School to the Local 1904 Office located in College Hall, Room 
314. Contributors will receive an acknowledgment letter (on site) for tax purposes. We 
will accept all donations made prior to May 1st.
The Union is confident that this venture will prove successful a second time and we look 
forward to seeing you during the collection drive. Don’t hesitate to tell your friends and 
colleagues: we will accept materials or funds from bargaining unit members and other 
I members of the campus community who would like to participate.
In Solidarity,
Dierdre Glenn Paul
Acting President, AFT Local 1904
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Ralph Mullenax
... As Vice President I will 
acknowledge the students as the 
only people I have to please. I will 
not do my duties only in the month 
leading up to elections. From day 
one I will recognize that I have to 
please the students, not because I 
want their vote, but because I am 
working for them and I believe in 
what is right.
“Next year, a sound plan w ill be 
implemented to create an even 
larger awareness for what the 
SGA can do for every student 
who walks across this expanding 
campus.”
Amy Chicken
SGA Vice Presidential Candidate
... for PRESIDENT
Angelo Lilia
... It is necessary for the SGA to have 
more student involvement. Upon hearing 
that the wrestling team has been cut again, 
I immediately began to address the issue 
with the top levels of the administration. 
Shuttles have been a problem as well. I have 
scheduled five weekly meetings to address 
these issues. I promise to ensure that these 
meetings continue. I promise to make sure 
that this year we are turning up the heat 
for more action and more results than you’ve 
seen in the last year.
Anthony G uttilla
... We need to empower the students. The 
SGA needs to focus more on the students than 
themselves. I think the SGA needs to have 
more access. Students should be permitted to 
have continual access to the SGA office, day 
or night. It shouldn’t  be about whether you’re 
friends with an E-board member. Over the 
years, the SGA has developed an elitest atti­
tude and that’s not what it should be about.
... for DICE PRESIDENT
Amy Chicken
I am running for re-election for the office 
of vice president to continue what I set out 
to do one year ago. The SGA has been suc­
cessful in working with all departments and 
their respective students.
As a former legislator, chief of staff and 
member to an array of organizations, I will 
continue representing the student body. If 
I am re-elected, I will continue to support 
all aspects of student life. I care about 
Greek Life, as well as Class Ones, Twos and 
Threes..
Next year, a sound plan will be imple­
mented to create an even larger awareness 
for what the SGA can do for every student 
who walks across this expanding campus.
... for TREASURER
Maria Soares
... It is important to be personable and 
approachable, and it is important to be hon­
est, flexible and available to answer ques­
tions of the students. I would like to seek 
out suggeestions from my peers for ideas of 
programming.
Jamie Dresher
... I have always focused on the greater 
good. It is not about power. The SGA is about 
representing for the undergraduates of MSU. 
A new SGA will work for the students, not 
the other way around.
... for SECRETARY
Donna McFadden
... I am very interested in the ordeals of 
the SGA, I just haven’t  had the time in the 
past. I have a lot of ideas of how to reach out 
to students, so they are aware of how the 
SGA can help them.
Matthew DePasquale
I feel my organization skills, hardwork 
and diligence will benefit the students at 
Montclair State. As a member of Phi Mu 
Alpha, -I have learned many characteristics 
that have prepared me for this position. 1
'  am excited to bring a fresh perspective and 
will bring a positive outlook to the SGA as a 
whole.
“We need to empower the 
students. The SGA needs to 
focus more on the students than 
themselves. Over the years, the 
SGA has developed an elitest 
attitude, and that’s not what it 
should be about.”
Anthony G uttilla 
SGA Presidential Candidate
Dominique Wilson I The Montciarion
Anthony Guttilla believes his fellow presi­
dential running mate and current SGA 
President, Angelo U lla, hasn’t tried hard 
enough to make himself known on campus.
I —, , —..Jr JL 1 *
The Montciarion: What 
has gone right and what has 
- gone wrong with this year’s 
SGA, and what would you 
have done differently?
Anthony Guttilla: There’s 
definitely been an increase 
in attempts to inform the 
student body and it’s good 
that we’re trying, but I don’t 
think we’re doing it the right 
way. [The current E-board] 
tempts people with bribes of 
power and money instead of 
improving their educational 
experience.,
Angelo U lla: We found 
a bookkeeper. I somewhat 
agree with Anthony about 
the recruitm ent tactics. 
I’ve had some trouble with 
recruiting justices.
The Montciarion: As pres­
ident, how will you effect
change on campus?
Guttilla: I want to inform the stu­
dents and, to change, you need more 
than four students. The beauty of the 
SGA is that we have many students 
and organizations to help achieve the 
students’ goals.
Ulla: I would have an effective cabinet. 
Our cabinet worked like hell this year. 
Working as a team is what creates a 
successful E-baord.
The Montciarion: Do you think the 
SGA tackles enough serious issues 
effecting students?
Guttilla: Once in a while, when some­
thing completely outrageous comes up, we 
get right on that. We also need to look out for 
people with smaller issues that would better 
our experience. I don’t think a lot of students 
know what to do when a shuttle driver is 
text messaging while driving. We need to be 
their outlet.
Ulla: Yes, I do. We have brought up the issue 
of Kosher and Muslim food on campus. We 
meet with Elaine Cooper of shuttle services. 
What we need is a larger legislature.
The Montciarion: As President, how acces­
sible will you be to the student body and to 
the student media?
Guttilla: I’ve tried to make my contact infor­
mation available to people. It’s on Facebook. 
When people need me, I try to respond imme­
diately. Contact with the medians important. 
There should be weekly meetings with the 
media.
U lla: Freshmen that saw us during orienta­
tion saw us handing out contact information. 
I have an open-door policy. The media is
the one downfall this year. The connection 
between the two is something I’ve overlooked 
and strive to make better next year, if re­
elected.
The Montciarion: Should all SGA business 
be open to all fee-paying students? I f  not, 
what should be private and what should be 
public?
Guttilla: That’s a fine line and the fine line 
is what’s legal. If our lawyer is telling us not 
to release something, we should listen to 
that. Other information should be available 
to students all of thè time.
Ulla: Everything should be public as long 
as it is legal. The SGA audit is somewhat 
private, but we are working to decide what is 
and what is not going to be released.
The Montciarion: Anthony: You said that 
you know the *SGA inside and out.” Tell us 
what the strengths and weaknesses are, and 
how you will improve the SGA i f  elected?
Guttilla: The documents we follow are loose- 
ended. The rules should be more clear so that 
we can teach everyone else what to do. The 
ability to change things is the strength of 
the SGA.
The Montciarion: Angelo: On a scale from 
1-10, how successful has the first year o f the 
T.illa administration been? What mistakes 
did you make, and how would a second term 
be different?
U lla: A seven, due to advertising. We did a 
lot of advertising, unfortunately it wasn’t  as 
effective. Some mistakes I’ve made would be 
the justices. First, finding the right ohes-I 
will start much earlier on the justice stystem 
[if re-elected].
The Montciarion: Anthony: What makes
you believe that you could be a more effective 
president than your opponent being that he 
has had a year o f on-the-job training?
Guttilla: They campaigned on getting out 
of the Student Center and, while they have 
made some changes, what I hear is “next 
year I want to do this.” What about now? I 
want to start from day one, not when I need 
votes.
The Montciarion: Angelo: A t last year’s 
debate you committed to working to allo­
cate additional office space for organizations 
where currently classrooms exist. What is 
the status o f that commitment?
U lla: We’re in the midst of a Student Center 
renovation plan. So far, they are using them 
for classes, however we have been able to 
allocate space for three new student organi­
zations this year.
The Montciarion: Anthony: What will be 
your top priorities, i f  elected?
Guttilla: To empower the students, and give 
the power back to the students. We always 
say what we’re doing, but never tell the stu­
dents about what is going on.
The Montciarion: Angelo: Why did it take 
nine months into your term to retain a reli­
able bookkeeper, and do you think your lack 
o f decisiveness injured your organization ?
U lla: We had a temp, and after we were 
legally able to dismiss Nicole we had a temp 
who was great at first, but then gave the 
organizations some attitude. We took the 
time after we dismissed him to find the right 
bookkeeper for the job.
The Montciarion: Anthony: What have
‘PRESIDENT DEBATES’ CONTINUED ON P. 7
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Lilla Turns Down Recommendation For
Team CandidateOpposing
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
SGA Treasurer Dave Kois announced at 
the Wednesday, April 12 SGA meeting that 
his request for an assistanttreasurer has not 
been approved, due to SGA President Angelo 
Lilia’s decision.
Kois’ former assistant, Joshua Riley, 
recently resigned from the position of assis­
tant treasurer for personal reasons.
Kois wrote a letter to Lilia asking for leg­
islator and SGA treasurer candidate Jamie 
Dresher to be an additional assistant trea­
surer before Riley resigned, however, Lilia 
said he wouldn’t  hire Dresher to work along­
side Riley at the time because he approached 
Lilia saying Kois deprived him of work. “I 
figured, if he wasn’t  going to use one assis­
tant, why give him another,” said Lilia.
At the meeting, Lilia announced to the 
legislature, “I feel the former assistant 
[Riley] wasn’t  utilized efficiently.”
“I was surprised, I didn’t know what he 
meant,” said Kois in response to Lilia’s reac­
tion. “I wasn’t  in a position to say anything, 
but I didn’t  think that was a good reflection 
of me. I was offended.”
T .ilia also said he doesn’t  feel it’s appropri­
ate to hire Dresher to be an assistant trea­
surer right now, as she is currently running 
to be treasurer for next year.
According to Kois, Lilia had the oppor­
tunity to make a choice to hire Dresher as 
assistant treasurer before it was announced 
that she was running for treasurer, how­
ever Lilia said another reason he didn’t hire
Campaign
Dresher as assistant treasurer is because 
when Kois wrote a recommendation, Riley 
still hadn’t  officially resigned.
Because it’s SGA election time, it’s been 
rumoured that Lilia’s refusal to hire Dresher 
may be due to her being on an opposite cam­
paign team, but Lilia insists that’s not the 
case.
“The legislature also wouldn’t  be happy 
if I appointed M aria Soares 
(the candidate running 
for treasurer on Lilia’s 
campaign team), 
because they’d 
think I was hir­
ing her because 
she’s on the same 
r unning team as I 
am.”
“It probably 
factors in  that 
I’m on the opposite 
campaign team ,’ 
said Dresher. “It’s a 
terrible excuse because 
if Dave feels I’m qualified, 
it shouldn’t, be an issue.” Dresher 
added she wouldn’t  be offended if she were in 
Soares’ shoes, because she said she’s already 
doing the work of assistant treasurer. “If he 
asked both me and [Soares], it’d be great 
because he needs both hands,” she said. She 
added, “I hope [his decision not to hire me] 
decreases his votes.”
Kois also voiced concerns about Lilia’s 
votes. “I hope the reason he’s not appoint­
ing [Dresher] isn’t  because he wants his
campaign team to get elected,” said Kois. “I 
think he knows Jamie is qualified and could 
help me.”
While Kois does have a bookkeeper to 
help him with finances, he said it’s the extra 
things he needs the most help with. “It’s hard 
to find someone you can trust, and right now 
I’m running out of time,” said Kois.
T.illa added the only way he would appoint 
Dresher as assistant trea­
surer is if Soares was 
also appointed. “It’s 
not fair to the other 
running m ate,” 
Lilia said.
Kois thinks dif­
ferently. “I don’t 
think it’s unfair. 
I need help and 
looked for the best 
person available. 
[Soares] hasn’t  
asked or spoke to me 
about being an assis­
tant.”
Kois added that he’d feel 
more comfortable with Dresher as 
an assistant, because he’s more familiar with 
her experience.
“[Soares] is running on experience that 
I haven’t  seen proof of,” said Kois. “I know 
Jamie’s work, I’ve seen it personally.”
Soares could not be reached for comment.
Chair of appropriations and legislator 
Jeremy Slagle said that he should be hired 
to be the assistant treasurer, because in the 
history of the SGA, “that’s how it’s always
been done.”
Slagle said he approached Kois asking to 
be his assistant, however he was overlooked. 
“He approached [Riley] to be his assistant 
instead, which seemed weird,” said Slagle.
Slagle added that the chair of appro­
priation should be the assistant treasurer 
because both positions deal with finances.
Legislator Eileen Mathis questioned.Lilla 
at the meeting on if his decision was in the 
best interest of the students, however Slagle 
said, “There’s only two weeks left. There 
won’t  be any impact on the students.”
Dresher said, “I intend on continuing to 
help Dave as I have been, regardless of the 
fact that I will not be appointed the title 
of assistant treasurer. I am assisting Dave 
because he needs it and I believe that it is the 
best interest of the SGA.”
11 intend on continuing to help 
Dave as I have been, 
regardless of the fact that I will 
not be appointed the title of 
assistant treasurer. I am assisting 
Dave because he needs it and I 
believe that it is the best interest 
of the SGA.”
Jam ie Dresher 
SGA Treasurer Candidate
SAFETY
CONTINUED FROM R1
BILL
CONTINUED FROM P I
upgrade to the fire alarm system in Stone 
Hall and I am in the process of upgrading 
thè universities central station system,” said 
Ferrara.
However, Montclair State University 
continues to lack in the most important 
fire safety procedure and that is providing 
safety information and awareness. As part of 
the Campus Fire Safety Right-to-Know Act, 
information about fire safety education and 
training provided to students is now manda­
tory.
Vice President for Student Development 
and Campus Life, Dr. Karen Pennington, 
said that MSU will comply with the act just 
as it does with the Clery Security Act, which 
requires colleges and universities to provide 
information about crime on and around their 
campuses.
“We will continue to reinforce the lessons 
of fire safety that students have heard since 
they were young children, and encourage 
them to protect themselves and be aware of 
and/or correct situations that may be haz­
ardous to themselves and their, peers,” said 
Pennington.
But as village resident Marissa Pallis 
said, “there is a fire extinguisher in our 
living room, but we were never taught the 
correct way to use it.”
Another student recently learned that 
the fire extinguisher at her apartment was 
defected, yet no one ever followed through 
with correcting the problem. “The Clove 
Road staff will periodically come to the 
apartments to check our smoke detectors, 
but when one of the staff members noticed 
that our fire extinguisher wasn’t  working 
correctly, nothing was done about it,” said 
Clove Road resident Tara Kupoglu.
The proper use and knowledge of how to
handle fire extinguishers and smoke detec­
tors can be vital in numerous situations, but 
more importantly students have to be aware • 
of the importance of the cardinal rule in all 
fire situations and that is to get out of the 
building as quickly as possible.
“The problem th a t we still have on cam­
pus is the failure to exit the building on fire 
alarm s. At the Bohn Hall fire there were 
over 30 students that did not leave the build­
ing. I am also investigating a problem in 
Alice Paul Hall on a room that did not exit on 
a fire alarm this weekend,” added Ferrara.
As Montclair State University complies 
with all of the basic criteria provided by the 
‘Campus Fire Safety Right to Know Act’ 
there is still room for improvement and rein­
forcement of how critical it is to be aware of 
and follow all of the safety rules and regula­
tions relating to fire safety.
“The G ove Road staff will 
periodically come to the 
apartments to check our smoke 
detectors, but when one of the 
staff members noticed our fire 
extinguisher wasn’t working 
correctly, nothing was done about
it.”  1 1 m
Tara Kupoglu 
Clove Road resident
the university will not be conducting an 
investigation into the matter.
The team was cut for the second time in 
as many years because of “outside sources.” 
Dr. Pennington has said that because of 
issues of privacy, she cannot say what those 
“outside factors” are.
During this season the wrestling team 
had rough relations with their first year 
coach James Torres, and lost more than 
80 percent of their team. Torres was also 
accused of sexual harassment by freshman 
wrestler Christian Crespo.
“The decision is outrageous and infuriat­
ing,” Gutilla said. “They just don’t  care about 
what we [the students] want.”
At this point the wrestlers and the SGA
are undeterred by Dr. Pennington’s decision. 
They have vowed to continue their fight for 
as long as it takes.
“Just because they say this is final doesn’t 
mean anything,” Gutilla said. “We aren’t 
done yet. I want to find out where the money 
went and why there wasn’t  and investigation 
into this.”
There will be a referendum on the SGA 
election ballots asking the students how they 
feel about the wrestling team’s situation. 
The elections begin on April 17.
In addition, both the wrestlers and the 
SGA have stated that they will begin to look 
outside of the university for help. They will 
be seeking state and federal politicians for 
assistance.
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The Montclarion: 
How will you be an 
effective vice presi­
dent o f the student 
legislature?
Amy Chicken: By 
continuing one-on- 
one meetings. To 
be approachable. 
And if there is a 
question, it should 
be addressed. 
I t’s im portant 
that people know 
what’s going on, 
I feel I’ve done a 
good job, but there 
is always room for 
improvement.
Ralph Mullenax: 
I have essen­
tia l knowledge 
of Robert’s Rules 
of Order and 
P a rlia m e n ta ry  
Procedure. Every 
person that is there 
should have the 
respect that they 
deserve. There’s 
been a lot of chaos 
this year and to 
have an effective 
meeting, you need 
to have an orderly 
meeting.
The Montclarion: 
What will your pri­
orities be as vice 
president?
Chicken: To orga­
nize the student 
retreat in the fall. 
That is a vital part in bridging the gap 
between SGA organizations.
nent has already served as vice president, 
why should the student body not give her a 
second term?
Mullenax: Part of giving someone a second 
term  is unique. I don’t  have a track record, 
but I don’t  think her track-record matches up 
for re-election.
The Montclarion: Amy: A student recently 
commented that the SGA meetings should 
be run in a more professional manner. Do 
you believe this statement to be accurate, 
and i f  so, what will you do to overcome this 
problem?
Chicken: No. Some join for a professional 
relationship with the SGA. Others want a 
social community. There’s nothing wrong 
with the way the meetings are being run 
right now.
The Montclarion: Ralph: Many contend 
that your work as webmaster on the SGA 
web-page has been sporadic a t best. Why 
should students believe that your tenure as 
SGA vice president will be different?
Mullenax: The SGA website has about 800 
files. This will probably go over some people’s 
heads that don’t  know. I had a different way 
of putting the bills on the site. As of today, 
all bills and minutes are on the website. I 
was doing my part to ensure that the next 
coordinator will be caught up.
The Montclarion: Amy: You stated that you 
want to increase the size o f the legislature. 
What went wrong this year in recruiting, 
and what will you do to ensure that this 
effort is improved next year?
Chicken: There was a positive increase in 
the SGA as a result of the advertising done 
by Stephanie Sattelberger. I feel orientations 
are a very important part as well. There 
should be a plan to reach out to the students 
and recruit for the SGA.
Mullenax: Students will be my priority. 
Every student is to be heard. There has to be 
a dialogue between those who are governed 
and those who are doing the governing..
The Montclarion: Amy: Are you satisfied 
with the overall progress o f the SGA during 
your tenure as vice president? What have 
been your greatest accomplishments and 
your greatest shortcomings?
Chicken: I am very satisfied with the way 
the SGA has worked this year. There’s only 
so much you can do. You can say we’re going 
to recruit, but it takes action. No m atter how 
hard anyone works, there’s always room for 
improvement.
The Montclarion: Ralph: Since your oppo­
The Montclarion: Ralph: On your petition 
you state that you “read the same articles 
in The Montclarion about the SGA and feel 
that [we the SGA] have an obligation and 
responsibility to the students and only the 
students.” Can you elaborate on how you will 
fu lfill this obligation i f  elected?
Mullenax: It all goes with communication 
and making sure the students have access 
to what we’re doing. I think it is very “us vs. 
them.” We need to make sure we are stand- 
' ing for the students’ rights,
Chicken to  Mullenax: What are your 
plans?
Mullenax: To keep the fall retreat, but 
change it and have the Greeks and legisla­
ture have more time to work together.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Vice Presidential candidates Amy Chicken and Ralph Mullenax spoke about their concerns 
for the student body, and how they hope to improve the SGA as a whole.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Candidate Jamie Dresher feels she is the 
best candidate for treasurer because of her 
experience in the SGA.
The Montclarion: Should all SGA financial 
records be open to fee-paying students?
Jamie Dresher: For some things. Some 
personal information, such as how much 
an employee is paid, should be kept private. 
Otherwise, students should have access.
Maria Soares: Fee-paying students should 
be able to see all SGA information.
The Montclarion: How can you assure 
the student body that you can manage the 
students’ fees in an ethical and appropriate 
manner?
Dresher: I have very strong morals. I’ll 
make sure fees are handled appropriately.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Candidate Maria Soares says her experience 
as high school treasurer makes her quali­
fied for the 2006 SGA treasurer.
a 17-year-old freshman. You cannot expect 
a 17-year-old freshman to stand in front of a 
microphone and respond [appropriately].
The Montclarion: Maria: You stated that 
one o f the reasons that you’re running for 
the position o f the SGA treasurer is because 
you want to “expand the growth o f the SGA.” 
Please elaborate on this statement.
Soares: Students have issues that don’t 
always meet the eyes. This is the students’ 
money.
We should let them know that they can
“Students have issues that don’t always meet the eyes. This is the 
students’ money. We should let them know that they can use our 
services, and that we are here.”
M aria Soares 
SGA Treasurer Candidate
Soares: I’ve worked as a Resident Assistant 
and have very strong, ethical beliefs.
The Montclarion: Would you refuse to 
authorize funds for a purpose that was previ­
ously approved by the president and the leg­
islature, and i f  so, under what conditions?
Dresher: Yes. I’m a stickler for the rules. If 
the legislature believes they are spending 
money wisely, I will trust them.
Soares: Unless I saw it as something that 
doesn’t  benefit the students, I wouldn’t  disap­
prove a transaction.
The Montclarion: How would you feel 
about having to carry the work-load o f a 
full-time bookkeeper should past situations 
repeat themselves?
Dresher: Well, I sure hope that doesn’t  hap­
pen, but if it did, I absolutely could handle 
it.
Soares: If I do say I’ll do something, I’ll do 
it. I work 40 hours week, and I’m a full-time 
student. I’m good at time management.
The Montclarion: Financially, what has 
gone right and what has gone wrong this 
year for the SGA?
Dresher: Dave has done a great job. 
Although, something that has gone wrong 
was a back-up of checks, but there has been 
drastic improvement.
The Montclarion: Jamie: By your own 
admission, you’ve had difficulties working 
with others in the past. What steps will you 
take to ensure a smooth working relationship 
with the organizations in the SGA?
Dresher: These were problems when I was
use our services, and that we are here.
The Montclarion:
Jamie: How has 
your legislative 
experience prepared 
you for the role o f 
SGA treasurer?
Dresher: Being a 
legislature is who I 
am. I am so pas­
sionate about the 
SGA, it chokes me 
up a little bit. I have 
worked so hard that 
T feel like it’s my 
turn  to give back to 
the students. They 
need to know what’s 
going on. During 
the Hudnut admin­
istration, there was 
an SGA newsletter 
that was great.
The Montclarion:
Maria: H aving
never served as 
a treasurer o f any 
SGA organization, 
while your opponent 
has, what makes 
you more qualified?
Soares: For one, I 
served as secretary 
of appropriations, 
and back in high 
school I was trea­
surer of organiza­
tions. I am 60 per­
cent fam iliar with 
the bi-laws of the 
SGA.
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Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Secretarial candidates Matthew DePasquale (left) and Donna 
McFadden (right) hope to attract more students to joining the SGA 
if elected.
The Montclarion: 
Please tell us, in your 
own words, what you 
view as the duties 
and responsibilities 
o f being Secretary?
DePasquale: To keep 
track of the minutes 
of smaller organiza­
tions in order to hear 
the outreach of the 
students. It’s a two 
’ fold job. To organize 
the internal affairs of 
the SGA and to reach 
out to students.
McFadden: To take 
minutes at the meeting, having connections 
with class ohe, two and three organizations 
and to make sure their record taking capa­
bilities are up to par. Also, being a friendly 
face that people can come to talk to and 
express their feelings about the SGA.-
The Montclarion: What do you think will 
be the most difficult part o f being an execu­
tive secretary, and how will you handle 
that?
DePasquale: Getting acquainted with the 
SGA. Admittedly, I don’t have much experi­
ence with the SGA-
McFadden: Outreach, handing out flyers, 
bi-weekly information sessions. I have a 
tendency to give my all once I do something. 
I want to send mass e-mails to students and 
mail to residents.
The Montclarion: Has the SGA commu­
nicated effectively this year? How w ill you 
ensure that the SGA effectively reaches out 
to the student body?
DePasquale: The SGA has done a great job, 
but there is always room for improvement. 
There should be more outreach programs 
where students can be better informed.
McFadden: Flyers aren’t  working effectively. 
For long term  goals.
My longterm goals are reaching out to 
freshman who don’t  realize that the SGA is 
available to them and to increase awareness 
to students in high school.
The Montclarion: Matthew: One o f the 
reasons you stated that you are running for 
the position o f executive secretary is that 
you felt that “it was important to implement 
the changes that you and the students o f the 
school felt were important.”
What are the changes, and what plans do 
you have to implement them?
DePasquale: I want to improve parking and 
shuttle services. These things may seem 
mundane, but they do effect life on campus. 
I’d like to recruit a new parking service, and 
lower ticketing fees.
[Also] I don’t  carry as much SGA drama 
as many people talk about.
The Montclarion: Donna: What have you 
learned about the SGA through your service 
with various organizations?
McFadden: I have learned that taking min­
utes on the computer are more effective, and 
.that meeting at the beginning of the emester 
with the organizations helps make clear 
expectations.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Current SGA President Angelo Lilia (left) and President Pro Tempore Anthony Guttilla 
(right) both plan to strive to bring students closer to the SGA, if elected as president.
doing, with a positive attitude.
been your greatest successes and failures 
while part o f the SGA Legislature?
Guttilla: My dedication. I push to get done 
what I think is right and more often than 
not, I am successful.
I have developed a love and passion for 
what the SGA does. That’ s what motivates 
me.
Gutilla to  Lilia: You say you’re out there, 
but research shows that no one knows who 
you are.
Lilia to  Gutilla: I would like to' see that 
research first of all. I do go around and 
people know who I am. Amy has been a big 
help with that because she’s in departments 
that I am not connected with.
“I push to get done what I think is right and more often than not, I 
am successful. I have developed a love and passion for what the SGA 
does.” .
Anthony G uttilla  
SGA Presidential Candidate
The Montclarion: Angelo: With all the seri­
ous issues facing the SGA, you found it 
necessary to author a bill to purchase a cow 
due to an alleged “m ilk shortage.” Do you 
feel that this was an effective use o f meeting 
time?
Lilia: Yes, I do. Sometimes the legislature 
need something to have fun with, and it’s 
always after other bills have been debated. 
Unfortunately, it did get passed.
Way to go legislature! It did teach the 
legislators that don’t normally speak up to do 
so, and learn the debate process.
The Montclarion: Anthony: Ideally, how 
would you like to see the SGA run?
Gutilla: Where everyone is working together. 
I want people to be excited about what we’re
Lilia to  Gutilla: Why haven’t  you addressed 
issues if you say there would be so many 
changes?
Gutilla to  Lilia: 
I , don’t think 
that’s true at all. 
I got right on that 
wrestling thing. 
And I’m sorry, 
but it’s hard to get 
involved when we 
try to step in and 
do something and 
you don’t  let us, 
or we have to get 
your permission 
to use the SGA’s 
name or logo.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
DePasquale (left) and McFadden (right) both realize that taking minutes and keeping track 
of meetings are key in the secretarial position.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Current SGA President Angelo Lilia said he hopes to improve on 
his contact with the media, if re-elected as president.
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Providing A Safe Space for Any Hurt Individuals
Justine Burke 
S ta ff Writer
The One Thing 
You Can Do 
Right Now That 
WII Change Your 
Future
Rob G ilbert, Ph. D.
Department o f Exercise Science and Physical 
Education
Your focus is your future. 
—Oprah Winfrey
BOTTOM LINE: If you focus on the right 
thing, you’ll have a future that’s so bright 
you’ll need sunglasses. If you focus on the 
wrong thing, you’ll need a flashlight to g e t. 
around. Your focus is your future.
EXTREME EXAMPLE: Imagine being a 
wakened in the middle of the night by the 
screeching noise of a smoke detector. Even 
though you smell smoke, you climb up on a 
chair, open the smoke detecto and remove 
the battery to stop the noise. You’re focusing 
on the wrong thing and it may cost you your 
life.
NOT-SO-EXTREME EXAMPLE: While 
driving down the Turnpike or the Parkway, 
you’re talking on your cell phone, changing 
the radio station, or eating potato chips. 
You’re focusing on the wrong thing and it 
may cost you your life.
Some people go through their whole lives 
focusing on the wrong thing. Your focus is 
your future.
A RIDDLE: Pay dose attention to this 
story because Fm going to try to get you to 
focus on the wrong thing. Suppose you live 
in a big city like New York, Chicago or Los 
Angeles, and suppose you’re a bus driver. 
On the first day of work, a t the first stop, 
10 people get on the bus. At the second stop, 
eight people get on the bus. At the third stop, 
six people get on and two people get off And 
at the fourth stop, four people get on and four 
people get off
Question: How old is the bus driver?
If you did any addition and subtraction, 
you were focusing on the wrong thing. The 
correct answer is right in the first sentence: 
“suppose you’re a bus driver.” How old are 
you? That’s the right answer because you 
are the bus driver. Most people don’t  get the 
right answer because they focus on the wrong 
thing.
Your focus is your future.
There’s no problem with losing your focus 
on a silly riddle. There’s a BIG problem with 
losing your focus in your life. Here’s one 
thing you can do starting right now that 
will improve your grades this semester. Stop 
focusing on results and start focusing on 
effort. For the remainder of the semester, stop 
worrying about grades and start focusing 
on studying. Stop focusing on getting better 
grades than other people and start focusing 
on studying more hours than anyone, else 
would.
If you focus on results, you’ll get stress. 
If you focus on effort, you’ll get results. 
Absolutely positively guaranteed!
Need motivation to stay focused? Call Dr. 
Gilbert’s Success Hotline at (973) 743-4690. 
Three-minute recorded messages available 
24/7/365 — new messages every morning at 
7:30.
Passerby’s couldn’t  help but stop and join 
the approximate one-hundred people that 
gathered at the second annual Take Back the 
Night, held on April 6th in the Quad. With 
heart-breaking stories with encouraging mes­
sages, who could blame anyone for becoming 
intrigued by the speakers?
The scene looked joyful- a clothesline 
of t-shirts of multiple colors hung between 
the trees, and balloons decorated different 
trunks. The Clothesline, a display of shirts 
being hung, is a memorial for any person who 
has lost someone to, or has survived, any kind 
of assault. Established by a group of women
Fve been living at the Jersey Shore my 
whole life. In the winter months, Ocean 
Avenue and all the shanty establishments 
that flank the beach are nothing more then 
ghost towns. In the summer months, however, 
the climate, mood and atmosphere all change 
with the arrival of the “Bennies.” I use this 
term loosely, but it’s really how the locals 
define anyone who lives in North Jersey and 
New York that flood our boardwalks and 
beaches every May.
courtesy of w w w.corriere.it
Many people are fighting back against the 
smoking ban that goes in effect soon.
in 1990, in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, The 
Clothesline has an array of colored t-shirts, 
but ten colors are marked as certain kinds 
of remembrances. White is for murdered 
women; yellow and beige are for battered 
women; red, pink and orange are for women 
who have been sexually assaulted or raped; 
blue and green are for women survivors of 
incest or child sexual abuse; purple and lav­
ender for women who were attacked because 
they are lesbian.
Despite the surprisingly deep message in 
the t-shirts, a t first glance, it looked almost 
like a camival--as if Montclair was celebrat­
ing something. And in a way we were cel­
ebrating the survival of the battered, and the 
lives of those lost to assault.
Take Back the Night, truly established in
Fm not hating on you guys because “you’re 
all winners in my book,” but the residents down 
at the Shore from Sea Bright to Lavallette are 
all laughing at you behind your backs. It’s no 
conspiracy, and I want to help you guys out. 
So I have devised a “Bennies Code of Conduct” 
to benefit our North Jersey cousins and help 
you guys blend in more this summer to end all 
this scrutiny.
-Don’t  play football in the surf or swim in the 
surfer/body boarder section.
This is my biggest pet peeve. Being a body 
boarder, and some what of a surfer, I absolute­
ly hate it when you take a wave only to real-
Montclair, New Jersey- Armageddon for 
New Jersey smokers has been set for April 
15th, this Saturday. However, despite the 
anti-indoor smoking law being scheduled to 
take effect in only two days, it still may be 
.premature for ban-supporters to stick their 
tongues out at those who have blown second­
hand smoke their way for so long. Fuming 
that the bill excluded Atlantic City’s casinos, 
a coalition of bars, restaurants and bowling 
allies filed suit against the state on March 
7th, claiming that the law was unconstitu­
tional.
Many restaurants, especially those in the 
casino district, are sweating bullets at the 
potential loss of profit due to the ban. For
the late 70s, has become a national vigil and 
protest of abuse against women and men 
alike. Speaking out against rape, assault, 
incest, sexual abuse and battery-support­
ers from all over the nation take part in 
this ceremony in order to honor the fives of 
lost loved ones, and to support those who 
survived abuse, dealing with-their emotional 
scars.
The mission of this organization is to 
bring together hum ans nationwide in the 
“unifying theme” that everyone has the right 
to be safe and free from violence.
The night was filled with guest speakers, 
student speakers, an open mic portion and 
a closing ceremony with a candle lighting
SEE ‘SPACE’ ON P. 12
ize that you have to pull up because some 
hairy individual is in your way. He usually 
has gold dripping down from his neck and is 
splashing around like an idiot, or throwing a 
football for some unknown reason 
Tip: If your unfamiliar about the beach and 
are from North Jersey or New York, ask your 
lifeguard where the designated swimming 
area is and go play a two-minute drill there. 
If you don’t, and come into our territory; we’ll 
hit you. It’s a game my friends and I like to 
call “Bowling for Bennies.”
SEE ‘BENNIES’ ON P. 10
one owner of an Italian restaurant and bar 
two blocks off Atlantic City’s casino strip, the 
casino exemption is a m atter of dollars and 
cents. Customers won’t  be able to smoke at 
his tables or bar, but they will be at the city’s 
dozen casinos. Patrons who often frequented 
the restaurant for a drink and smoke after 
gambling will now most likely opt to stay 
in the casino, where they can still smoke. 
Litigation centering upon the argument that 
what the state does for some, it must do for 
all, will head off in a NJ Federal District 
Court this Thursday, April 13th.
As the bill stands now, public smoking 
in most indoor facilities has been officially 
prohibited by the signing of the regulation 
by former acting Governor Codey. Under the
SEE ‘SMOKE’ ON P. l i
"Bennies Code of Conduct” At The Jersey Shore
This exit for the Jersey Shore is one North Jersey and New York citizens flood to during the summer months every weekend. These people 
are called the "Bennies.”
Tom Shields 
S ta ff Writer
To Smoke, Or Not To Smoke: That Is Still The Question
Kelly Asm uth 
S ta ff Writer
www.them ontclarion.org FEATURE
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A month ago, my girlfriend told me that she loved me fo r the first time. 1 didn '/ say I  love you back because I  warn t  sure that I  fe lt die 
same way. Since then, she s scad it about four more times and I  kept changing the subject. I  can tell that she s hurt by this, but I  ju st 
don't want to mislead her with haste. I  don 1 want to break up, but I'm  not ready to say "I love you. ” What should Ido?
Jose O rtiz 
Managing Editor
You are absolutely right for not want­
ing to be hasty with your “I love you” reply. 
You should never say something like that to 
someone because of peer pressure or a feeling 
of obligation. With that said, I think that the 
way you went about handling her saying I 
love you was a bit immature.
Fm not sure how long you’ve been togeth­
er, but no m atter how long it has been, people 
always catch feelings at different stages of 
the relationship. Just because you feel that it 
is too soon for you to say it doesn’t  mean that 
it’s too soon for her. By you just ignoring her 
or changing the subject, you are hurting her 
more deeply than if you just told her that you 
didn’t  love her.
In a way, when someone tells you that they 
love you for the first time, you have a moral 
responsibility to them to respect their feel­
ings and be mindful of 
the way you respond to 
them. By you ignoring 
her, you are, in essence, 
saying that you don’t 
care.
What you should be 
doing is explaining to 
her why you don’t  want 
to say I love you at this 
time in the relationship. 
Or how her bombard­
ing you with those three 
big words makes you 
feel uncomfortable and
unable to conjure a sufficient response. No 
m atter what you tell her, you must say some­
thing about it.
Many people have hang ups about 
saying I love you too early in a 
relationship. Some people 
have had bad experienc­
es, some have never 
experienced the feel­
ing in its true form 
and some have been 
duped by their own 
emotions in the past. Also, as 
a man, I know that we often 
have trouble correctly 
interpreting^ decipher­
ing and expressing 
our feelings to the 
women in our fives.
The worfet thing 
you can do a t this point is 
not explain to her why you are 
doing what you are doing. If 
you like her and don’t  want to 
break up with her, you should 
at least have let her know 
that she is important to you 
and that you want to contin­
ue to be her boyfriend. Tell 
her to be patient and that 
you will say it to her 
when you are ready.
If you don’t  do this, 
her hurt feelings will 
turn into a shattered heart, and 
her love for you will morph into 
resentment or even hatred.
Jessica Sproviero 
A ssistan t Graphics Editor
You shouldn’t  say something you don’t 
mean. If you tell her you love her to 
quiet her up it would 
cheapen the senti­
ment. People settle 
into relationships 
at different speeds; 
it’s not a bad thing 
to take -your time. 
Just because she 
believes she loves 
you doesn’t  force you 
to accelerate your 
feelings.
There are other words 
you can use to describe 
your feelings aside from 
the dreaded 1? word. “You’re 
my best friend, Fve never felt 
like this before, I heart being 
around you,... ” to name a few. 
All of these get a general point 
across without using any four- 
letter words. She is obvious­
ly seeking confirmation of 
your feelings, so show her 
some. Don’t  force yourself 
to say things you don’t 
mean, but tell her 
how important she is 
once in a while. 
Y o u  may be overly paranoid 
about the entire matter. Are you actually 
keeping count? Some people are affectionate
enough to use the word 
regularly. She may be 
getting upset because 
she notices how sensi­
tive you are about the 
subject. If she’s trying to 
change her speech pat­
tern she could be embar­
rassed that she would 
let it slip. She may be 
testing you though.
It does become some­
what shady if you guys 
have been going out for 
the better part of a  year 
or two. Could it be that 
the reason you won’t  say it is because you 
really don’t  love her? If so, she may be in a 
state of denial. If you slip up once and say it 
in the throws of passion, it may make her feel' 
better. This could be a final effort to prove 
to her that your relationship is not ending. 
The impending doom could be driving her to 
“harass’ you for a reply.
If you are really interested in staying 
with her, I would suggest that you not bring 
up the issue. Do not talk to her about this. 
Any way, you try to explain it she will take
S E E  ‘SH E SAID’ ON P. 9
I f  you have any questions you would 
like answered by our team o f sex and 
relationship advisors, send an e-mail to 
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said, 
She Said” in the subject line
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF A LLEH TN IC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN 
THE AGES OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED$7000.00
For m ore inform ation on our egg donor program  call 
(973)470-0303 
and ask fo r one o f our N urses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (073) 4704)303
FAX (973) 916-0488
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Two great opportunities this summer!
This summer NJCU has the courses you’re looking for... 
whether it’s for personal enrichment or getting a head start 
on the fall semester. We’re offering over 350 courses in 
30 different majors as well as 26 online courses! And 
with the convenience of two .five-week sessions to choose 
from, you’ll still have time to enjoy your summer. NJCU 
offers an excellent combination of both undergraduate and 
graduate programs. From the arts, to business, to the 
sciences...all of our programs are designed with one thing 
in mind -  your success.
Sum m er Session I 
May 22nd - June 26th
Sum m er Session II  
July 10th - August 10th
I -888-441 -NJCU • www.njcu.edu
2039 Kennedy Boulevard, jersey City, New Jersey 07305-1597
NEW JERSEY /
C I T Y
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BENNIES
CONTINUED FROM R 7
courtesy of lokl.stockton.edu
Bennies, such as these guys, prance around the boardwalks 
of South Jersey like they own the place.
-Don’t wear gold chains and sandals with 
socks to the beach.
Nothing screams “Bennie” more than doing 
one of these two fashion faux pas. Gold chains 
are nice to wear at funerals, dances or wed­
dings, but they don’t  flow at the beach. Take 
my word for it. Do you really want those God­
awful watch and necklace tan lines?
Tip: Go to Brave New World either in Point 
Pleasant or Toms River. If your sjiore home 
is further away you can find many small 
surf shops along almost any beach. I suggest 
investing in some nice Quicksilver sandals, 
and if you want neckwear, organic shells or 
leather necklaces always do the trick 
-Don’t bring your foam Moorey Boogie board 
from 1990 and ride the white water.
At least look like 
you know what you’re 
doing. Moorey Boogie 
went out of style in 
the early 90s.
Tip: Go back to one of 
the surf shops I men­
tioned before and get 
a real one. You can 
get a good one with 
channels for hundred 
bucks or less. Then 
when you are in the 
water ask someone 
who looks like a local 
how to body board. 
We promise we won’t 
laugh!
-Don’t bring your 
radio to the beach 
especially to listen to 
Mika and the Mad 
Dog.
So you’re lying 
down on the beach 
trying to catch some 
rays and the Bennie behind you is blasting 
Mike and the Mad Dog. Dude, if you want 
to know an up to date version of the latest 
Yankees and Mets scores then stay in the 
city. It’s not worth spending money on a beach 
badge to come and listen to a fat guy and an 
obnoxious punk, bitch about baseball the 
whole day.
Tip: Bring a friend to talk to. Papers are 
always nice, and a book, we’ll that can broad­
en your horizons. The Great Gatsby by F. 
Scott Fitzgerald though old school is a great 
summer read. But if you still can’t  get your 
head out of the Yankees’s butt, then bring 
headphones.
■Don’t ask the badge checkers: “Hey do we 
need a badge to get on Ibis beach?”
One of the oldest, and dumbest Bennie 
tricks in the book. New Jersey beaches have 
never been free! Towns, like Belmar, are 
now cracking down on beach squatters, with 
roaming rent-a-cops that give out tickets to 
anyone who doesn’t  have a badge.
Tip: Either slip the badge checker a twenty, 
or buy a badge in the winter. They are much 
cheaper.
-Where are your sleeves?
Listen I like rocking the A-shirt just as 
much as anyone, but I like tq do that in the 
confines of my own home. It just doesn’t  work 
on the beach. Either wear a shirt or don’t. 
There is no half way middle stage. The worst 
•is when you wear them to the nightclub. We 
know you’re jacked. We saw you at the beach 
today, with the same shirt!
Tip: Wear a real shirt or take it off. It’s that 
simple.
-Don’t poach our women.
I’m not saying don’t  talk to them or pick 
them up because that would be totally fascist; 
I’m just saying be nice because the locals like 
to play dirty, and they’ll slash your tires, and 
you will never see them again.
Tip: If you don’t believe me, watch that MTV 
show, True Life: I have a shore house. This 
bald-headed Bennie is so out of his mind 
when he exclaims, “When we walk into the 
club, we own the place;” followed by picking 
a fight with a local by saying:, “You want to 
shoot the one?” Yeah, real funny ... I haven’t 
heard that saying since fourth grade.
No one owns the beach. All we ask is that 
you he respectful towards it and that includes 
picking up your trash. Notice how every 
town south of Matawan is clean and well, 
enough said. Bottom line: There is enough 
beach for everyone. Just be cool abt»ut it.
courtesy of surfriderfoundation.typepad.com
Surfers are often put off by Bennies playing football in their surf. Toni’s advice to 
you is to ask your lifeguard where the swimming areas are and to stay there.
F iv e  o r  m o re  su n b u rn s  d o u b le  y o u r risk  
o f  d e v e lo p in g  sk in  c a n c e r.
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460 Bloomfield Ave.
973-509-0083
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OF APPA REL FOR MEN, 
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN ! MONTCLAIR STATE’S VERY OWN 
Jersey Dave Photo: Nick Ceglia
courtesy of deep.com.ua 
The case will be heard and Judge Chester holds the poower to void the act from 
going into effect. The smoking ban is already being declared unconstitutional and if 
it is decided so, the bill will be sent back to the drawing board for NJ legislatures.
law, cigar bars, tobacco retail establishments, Criscuolo, is acting as assistant attorney to 
and casinos are exempt. The ban makes New the chief lawyer representing the smokers’ 
Jersey the 11th state in the nation to oust coalition, Attorney Robert Gluck of West
Orange. “We filed an order to show cause 
with temporary restraints,” said Attorney
4<We tiled ATI Order to show Criscuolo. “Basically, the Judge will decide
Thursday if he will put a hold on the law, 
temporarily halting it from going into effect 
on Saturday, until the entire case is heard.” 
Judge Stanley Chesler, who is residing 
over the case, may also decide to allow the 
ban to go through. Either way, the case will 
still be heard and Judge Chesler holds the 
power to void the entire act from going into 
effect upon his final decision. If the smoking 
ban is decided unconstitutional, the bill will 
be sent back to the drawing board for NJ 
legislatures.
“Smoking is pollution of public air and 
detrimental to everyone’s health. Why should 
the laws favor the assailants in the matter? 
[Smoking] should not be allowed in any 
indoor place, even if the casinos do contribute 
huge dollar amounts to the state through 
taxes or restaurants and bars may not be as 
smoking in restaurants and bars, according busy,” stated Joe Caporano, an MSU student 
to the American Cancer Association. who works at a local Montclair pub. “And Fm
MSU 2002 alumna," Attorney Amy a bartender. My health is more important to
me than a few extra bucks from smokers who
cause with tem porary 
restra in ts ... basically, the 
Judge will decide 
Thursday if he will put 
a hold on the law, 
tem porarily halting it 
from going into effect on 
Saturday, until the entire 
case is heard”
Amy Criscuolo
MSU Alummna and Attorney at Law
G i v e t h e G i f t  I  
t h a t  J j g s t s  a  j Q f e t i m e  |
(Become an 8gg i)onor 
and help an infertile couple. I
S a m  $ 8 , 0 0 0
W om en ages 21-31 needed
Contact our £)onor J io tlin e  H n p fc *  .jM H B B j
1 - 8 6 6 - 5 0 - ® O J V O i t
S e m i n a r s  h e l d  m o n t h l y  • w w w .s b i v f .c o m
In stitu te  for  r epr o d u c t iv e  Medicine  & s c ie n c e
a t  S a in t  B a r n a b a s
94 Old Short Hills road, Suite 403E, Livingston, nj 07039
come in for à drink.”
SHE SAID
CONTINUED FROM R 9
it the wrong way. When does the phrase, I 
don’t  say it because Fm not sure if I love you, 
sound pleasing to your ears. There is no way 
to say that without a definite breakup or at 
least plenty of tears. Continue avoiding it, 
caring for her, and take time to think about it 
further. Eventually you will come to a cross­
road where you will have to choose staying 
together or going our separate ways.
The Hontclarion
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Katherine Nguyen 
KRT Campus
In high school, Heather .Sweet quietly 
worked as a cashier at Rubino’s Pizza in 
Irvine, CA.
She was 15 and coming of age. Years 
of watching old Betty Grable movies and 
sneaking glances at her father’s Playboy 
magazines had actually convinced Sweet that 
real women were supposed to wear seamed 
stockings‘and garter belts.
So when her mother handed her a plastic 
egg with a pair of wrinkly pantyhose inside 
and then promptly took her to buy her first 
bra, a white, snap-button, cotton garm ent- 
Sweet was appalled. They resembled nothing 
like the fancy lace and ribbons Sweet had 
fantasized about.
Luckily, Rubino’s was next door to a linge­
rie shop where Sweet spent her earnings on
“When I got on the cover 
of Playboy in 2002, it 
changed everything... 
it helped me go 
mainstream .”
D ita von Teese 
Burlesque Dancer and Author
a proper pair of stockings and garters.
That was in 1988.
In the years that followed, the teenager 
would take on many, changes: Her blond 
mane became red and then jet black. She 
would soon take on the name of Dita Von 
Teese, become a stripper, sultry pin-up girl, 
fetish model, burlesque dancer, Playboy cover 
girl and then wife to shock rocker Marilyn 
Manson.
Now, at 33, she adds “author” to her pro­
vocative resume. “Burlesque and the Art of 
the Teese” is a glossy tribute to the glamorous 
art form that Von Teese has been credited
courtesy of dlta.net
Dita von Teese has many masks in front 
of the camera. Here she shows her soft­
er side that most people don't see.
with reviving.
The hefty coffee table book details Von 
Teese’s love affair with burlesque and fetish. 
It’s also filled with stunning portraits of 
the retro maven vamping it in all things 
extravagant, from her perfectly powdered 
skin, painted red Ups and pin-curled updos 
to her crystal-beaded corsets, feathers and 
impossibly high heels.
Von Teese has been touring New York and 
Chicago to promote her book. Before a stop 
in her hometown, Orange County, Von Teese 
chatted with The Orange County Register.
Q. How did you get into burlesque?
A. I’ve always loved watching old, classic 
musicals from the 40s. I loved how glamorous 
the women were. After high school, I worked 
in the LA. rave scene as a go-go dancer. Then 
a friend took me to Captain Cream’s in Lake 
Forest (CA). At the time, it was just a bikini 
bar and had all these beautiful girls working 
there. But I was bored by all the girls who 
just walked around the poles and didn’t  do 
much. So I got a job working there. For my
audition, I showed up in vintage lingerie. I 
had on a corset, stockings, long gloves, the 
whole deal. I know people, thought I was 
strange-looking, with the whole retro look 
going on, but it helped me stand out Working 
at the strip club helped me experiment and 
develop my burlesque act. Then I started 
headlining at different clubs.
Q. What is burlesque?
A. It’s something modem media don’t 
understand.too well. They niake it out to be 
a dancing girl in red lipstick wearing fishnet 
tights, but it’s so much more. It’s, a spin-off 
of vaudeville acts, but raunchier. Women 
perform a full striptease, but it’s a real stage 
production. Often, the dancer has a live band 
and comes onto the stage completely dressed 
and slowly peels off her clothes, but all the 
while builds this great anticipation. It’s very 
elaborate, about a seven-to-10-minute show 
that’s really spectacular.
Q. What’s one of your shows like?
A  Very elaborate. I wear custom-made 
costumes. I am known for using big props 
onstage. Fm probably most known for my
martini glass dance, where Fm in a giant 
martini glass, splashing around in lukewarm 
water for a few minutes with a big olive 
sponge. I also use a big carousel horse, a 
giant powder compact, a filigree heart and a 
claw-toe bathtub with a working showerhead 
that’s encrusted with rhinestones. My brand- 
new stage set is modeled after a Chinese- 
style opium den.
Q. Anything funny or disastrous happen 
during a performance?
A. Once my hair caught on fire. We had 
a new stagehand, and he accidentally lit the 
candelabra prop. All the hair spray I had 
didn’t  help, either. The audience paid good 
money to see the show, so I just put out the 
flames and got back to giving them a show.
Q. When did you feel like you finally made 
it?
A When I got on the cover of Playboy 
in 2002, it changed everything. I had been 
on the scene for eight years as a burlesque 
dancer and fetish model, but after Hugh 
Heftier put his stamp of approval on me, it 
helped me go mainstream.
courtesy of www.glttergrrris.com
This sultry burlesque dancer now can add author to her garter belt as she tours the 
country to promote her new book, Burlesque and the Art of the Teese.
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Here, three students carry around a banner during the campus march, where mem­
bers of Phi Sigma Pi handed out candles and whistles beforehand.
vigil and march. Dr. Karen Pennington, Jhon 
Velasco, Esmilda Abreu and Kara Morillo 
were just a few of the staff speakers. Student 
speakers included Ally Scheehner-Kanofsky, 
Brian Yankouski, Sylvia Santelli, Melissa 
Velez and Keri Bennett. The truly great 
speakers of the night, however, were the 
impromptu speakers of the open mic portion.
The first speaker, even without having 
introduced herself, was one of the few speak­
ers that everyone will remember. Telling her 
story of child abuse, she expressed, through 
tears, how she was abused by both her father 
and brother. She later explained that her 
brother is now in jail for the murder of a 
teacher, and that she speaks in honor of 
the lost teacher that her brother so wrong­
fully took from the world. Another speaker 
honored Judy Shepard, the loving mother of 
Matthew Shepard, who was brutally killed 
because he was gay.
With the amazing speakers aside, the 
crowd was truly a sight. With representatives 
from TKE, DZD, AIX, Tri-Sigma and other 
' sororities and fraternities, there was reglly 
no one kind of person that went untouched 
that night. SGA President Angelo Lilia stood
with a few SGA members, a police officer, and 
first-year counselors. Black, white, asian, 
male, female ... every kind of person on 
Montclair’s campus was seen at this touch­
ing event; What was truly amazing about 
the crowd was that there was a tear in every 
person’s eye. It seemed that, even though 
most people probably could not relate first 
hand, there was not one person who couldn’t 
feel the speaker’s pain.
At the end of the ceremonyrPhi Sigma Pi 
members handed out candles and whistles 
to the crowd, in preparation for the campus 
march. After a few moments, the march 
began, being lead by a few people carrying a 
black and white banner reading “Take Back 
the Night.”
The night was touching, memorable, and 
remarkable. With so many people there in 
support, and so many people seeking support, 
it’s incredible to see how much of a support 
system Montclair has to offer. People who 
would never imagine reaching out to a person 
sat there holding their friends; organization 
members sat there offering tissues to one 
another. One guest speaker said in a quote 
from Judy Shepard, “Through love, we can
www'thernontclafióri.órg FEATURE
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wwwjnontclair.edu/summer
Priority Web Registration for 
MSU Students* April 10 - 20
Additional Web Registration for 
All Eligible Students*
April 21 through the first day of the course
Summer Sessions Office 
College Hall, Room 215 
Voice: 973-655-4352 
Fax: 973-655-7851'
E-Mail: summer @ montclair.edu
The University reserves the right to modify its c alendar 
and availability of the web registration sy s te m a H H  
without prior notice.
Montclair State University is an 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action institution v;
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ISGA SCHOLARSHIP FUND AWARD
2.25 G.P.A. FULL & PART TIME STUDENTS
The SGA Fund, Inc. w ill subsidize students who are parents up to $40 per week for full time 
and $20 per week for part time to send their children to the Child Care Center at Montclair State
University. Awards are to be based on financial need.
2.5 GPA FULL TIME ONLY AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This award is in recognition o f Dr. Edward Martin former Dean o f Students at Montclair 
State University. The SGA Fund, Inc. will award two scholarships to students who have exhibited
excellence in leadership and service to the campus community.
3.0 ABOVE GPA AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This scholarship is intended for students over the age o f 25 either hill or part time who attends 
either Weekend College or evening classes and exhibit academic prowess and a desire for learning 
to enhance their career or personal goals. Personal statement is required.
3.2 OR ABOVE, GPA AT LEAST SOPOMORE STATUS
This award is intended for students who have maintained a high standard o f excellence in their 
academic endeavors while committing time to either SGA chartered organizations or the campus 
community. Awards w ill be based on the quality o f service & GPA.
NO GPA REQUIREMENT
This award is dedicated to the memory o f Eby Ohamadike and intended for a student who has 
dedicated time and effort in educating the campus community on cultural diversity and pride in 
their particular culture background. In addition, the recipient must have exhibited a desire to bring 
different sects o f campus together in celebration o f collective heritage. Essay required.
m m u m m im m
3.0 GPA FULL TIME FRESHMEN ONLY
This award is intended for freshmen only showing campus involvement. A two page 
typewritten essay must describe how your first year at Montclair State University has helped you to
grow as an individual.
Applications available at the SGA Office starting
Friday, March 22nd.
Applications are due on April 12th.
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The Sopranos S in g s Its  Sw an Song
One Writer Analyzes Our Obsession In The Show’s Final Season
Tom Shields 
S ta ff Writer
It was a bummer that the Final Four’s last 
weekend was a bust. The underdog (George 
Mason, in this case) was slain by the Gators, 
but I wasn’t  impressed by that team for one 
second; especially Joakim Noah, who’s father
“The genius about Chase 
is simple. He puts his 
devotees in a position 
that is very uncomfort­
able. He makes you 
question your morals 
and ethics.”
M
m
Yannick Noah, was a one time French Open 
Champion.
To say that he is the best thing in the 
tournament this year, is an overstatement. 
He’s a rich kid who’s had a private basketball 
trainer his whole life. Every time he gets 
the ball he walks. He has no jump shot, and 
on a personal level he looks like Big Foot’s 
bastard son hocked up on H. Which is very 
ironic considering his mother was 1978 Miss 
Sweden, and his dad is not a bad looking guy 
himself.
So Saturday’s games put a dent in my 
weekend, but if it wasn’t  for .The Sopranos 
being on the next day, I would have bashed 
Noah’s personal hygiene even more so con­
sidering I lost twenty five bucks and George 
Mason couldn’t  h it a three all damn game.
But The Sopranos was definitely my heav­
enly sanctuary. Watching this week’s episode 
made me ponder one thing: Why are we so 
obsessed? Could it be we are in the eye of 
the hurricane? North Jersey is where The 
Sopranos film, so with this said, do we take 
some kind of contorted view that, yes, this 
is where the big boys play, arid here only the 
strongest survive? Is it a sick notion of New 
Jersey pride? Or is The Sopranos just one of 
the best shows on televisoifever? Because it 
is better then MASH, better than Seinfeld, 
and way better than Survivor 56: Antarctic.
Tony Soprano: you either love him or you 
hate him. Right? Well, I beg to differ. The 
most interesting part about his character 
is, by society, he is deemed a gangster. His
James Gandolfini and Michael Imperioli discuss 
The Sopranos.
actions of killing people and ripping them off 
is not accepted by any means, but we just can’t 
stop liking this balding, heavy set, underworld 
general. He is so believable, that if you ever 
saw James Gandolfini down the shore, you 
probably wouldn’t be able to say or think
“In my English class, 
we recently made the 
analogy that [/Sopranos 
creator] David Chase is to 
television as Edgar Allan 
Poe was to literature.”
anything but “That is Tony Soprano. Holy 
F&*#!”
As the audience, we are so absorbed by him 
and his crew of O.G.s. (Original Gangsters) 
that we can’t  help but watch when he is going 
to pop somebody next, go on a belligerent 
tirade or even spill his guts out to his shrink.
David Chase, creator and producer of The 
Sopranos, originally wanted to make a show 
about his relationship with his own mother 
and, gradually, it grew into a man, his fam­
ily and his other family. Not to say he disre­
garded the mother/son storyline; in the first
# | i  -
4 &
■  I- v  •
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courtesy of hbo.com
After an accident that could have brought upon the end of a family legacy, Tony Soprano 
(Gandolfini) proves you can’t bring down a mafiia don that easily on The Sopranos.
courtesy of hbo.com 
the family business in an episode of
and second season, Tony is a conflicted 
middle aged man who has all this 
stress and mental problems from his 
bipolar, unloving mother who, in the 
end of season one, tries to have him 
whacked.
The genius about Chase is simple. 
He puts his devotees in a position that 
is very uncomfortable. He makes you 
question your morals and ethics. Would 
I wet a guy down if I was in Tony’s 
position? Would I kill a friend if he was 
harming me? What would happen to 
me if I was bom into that life?
In my English Class, we recently 
made the analogy that David Chase is 
to televisiori as Edgar Allan Poe was 
to literature. They are edgy, contro­
versial, bleak and twisted, all because 
their characters are in no way the 
norm. They steal, they are against the 
establishment, they gruesomely kill 
and enjoy every minute of it.
Obviously, 99% of us wouldn’t  do any 
of this, but Chase and company really 
tests our moral fiber. As onlookers, we 
can only watch with sheer excitement 
and terror who will be the next one 
to be pumped full of lead. But it still 
makes your wonder- “what would you 
do if you were put in that situation?”
The violence is only a small part of 
the show because it disguises Tony’s 
subconscious decisions. The best epi­
sodes can be those in which he is in 
the psychologist’s chair talking about a 
flashback.
For example, when he saw his dad 
(also a wise guy) cut off a butcher’s 
pinky for not paying the debt he owed 
him he witnessed this as a stunned 
young boy, but later says it was “kind 
of a rush.” and asks his doctor “What? 
Your father never cut off a man’s pinky 
with a meat cleaver?”
The most pugnacious part of the 
story is his mother’s elation over the 
meat the butcher gave to his father as 
pay off collateral. She knew somebody 
had lost a digit or two for the food and, 
in some kind of Freudian-Darwinian 
way, it turned her on completely. The 
most poignant part of this anecdote is 
it all ties in with Tony Soprano’s panic 
attacks, the epicenter of the show.
Every time I watch The Sopranos, 
I always get something new out of it. 
There is all sorts of hidden symbolism,
SEE ‘SOPRANOS'. P. 17
Why Bill 
Paxton K icks
A Lot of A ss
courtesy of hbo.com
Peter Schaus 
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
Is it just me or is anyone else jazzed 
that Bill Paxton has made his way 
back into the limelight? Bill Paxton is 
the coolest guy working in show busi­
ness today. He fought a nasty breed of 
aliens in Aliens. He banged a limbless 
Sherilyn Fenn in Boxing Helena. He 
told the FBI where to shove it as a loose 
cannon small-town cop in One False 
Move. He lived out the national fantasy 
to reduce Anthony Michael Hall to a 
quivering, scared mess in Weird Science 
and tried to rob an old lady of her price­
less necklace in Titanic. Bill Paxton is, 
cléarly, the bee’s knees.
“Wild Bill” Paxton has further 
proved his pimp status with his role as 
a new skool polygamist in the critically- 
acclaimed HBO drama Big Love. How 
many wives does it take to calm the 
chill of Bill Paxton? The answer: Three, 
legality and social morality be damned. 
That’s just how Bill Paxton rolls.
There’s his head wife Barb (Jeanne 
Tripplehorn) with whom he has coital 
relations while listening to Foreigner. 
Yes, Foreigner. Want to fight about it? 
Bill Paxton will whip out some of his 
rogue vampire moves from Near Dark 
and make you regret the day that you 
didn’t  find any personal relevance in “I 
Want To Know What Love Is.” .
Then there’s his second wife Nicki 
(Chloe Sevigny). Recognizing the cool of 
the Paxtonator, the head of a Mormon 
commune (Harry Dean Stanton) offers 
Paxton a loan to open up a Home Depot- 
esque shopping center under the stipu­
lation that he marries his daughter.
Only “Wild Bill” can have a high 
priest beg him to take a large sum of 
money and m arry his model daughter 
just to include himself in Paxton’s elu­
sive inner circle.
And finally, there’s his third wife 
Margene (Ginnfer Goodwin). To those 
who remember, Goodwin played Johnny 
Cash’s first wife in last year’s hit Walk 
the Line. Those who think that Goodwin 
left the Cash because of his substance 
abuse problem are strongly mistaken. 
The Man in Black just wasn’t  cool 
enough when stacked up to Paxton.
The last couple of years haven’t  been 
kind to Paxton. He’s been stuck in a lot 
| of low-rent B-movies, often playing the 
parental figure to kids in family action 
films. To the common man, the cool of 
Bill Paxton chilled over. To those who 
l know better, he’s been waiting in the 
dark, ready to move his next big move.
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Thank You for Smoking Lights Up At The Box Office
Reitm an’s N ewest Film Takes A  Satirical Look A t The Tobacco Lobbying Industry
Jesse Jenkins
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
Why is the U.S. government the best in 
the world? “Because of its endless appeals 
system.” Not exactly the answer you were 
expecting? Well, that is the answer of the 
morally flexible Nick Naylor, a D.C. lobbyist 
spinning for the Academy of Tobacco Studies 
in the film Thank You For Smoking. A ridic­
ulous argument? Well, according to Naylor, 
“If you argue correctly, you’re never wrong.” 
With the Tom DeLay and Jack Abramoff 
saga still playing out in Washington, the 
timely cinematic appearance of Jason 
Reitman’s Thank You for Smoking seems to 
be just the right dose of political satire play­
ing out in theatres these days.
Based of the politically incorrect novel by 
Christopher Buckley, Thank You for Smoking 
follows the life and moral dilemmas Naylor 
(Aaron Eckhart) is faced with as he fights 
avaricious politicians and cut-throat report­
ers (Katie Holmes) in the comer of the giant 
tobacco industry while raising a son that 
idolizes him, the man Time Magazine calls 
“The Sultan of Spin.”
The film plays with perspective, giving 
the audience a glimpse into the life of lobby­
ing, and Naylor, who has to defend an indus­
try  that kills 1,200 human beings a day. His 
best friends, the M.O.D Squad (Merchants 
of Death), casually meet and discuss, with
pride, their respective careers in lobbying for 
the alcohol and fire-arm industries.
Thought provoking, intelligent and 
quick witted, the dialogue of Thank You for 
Smoking constantly reflects upon the absur­
dities and flaws entrenched in our democracy 
and free speech. Perhaps one of the greatest 
achievements, with respect to the story’s 
overall message, is that Reitman succeeds in 
not appearing overly preachy on any issue in 
Smoking.
“Thought provoking, 
intelligent and quick
witted, the dialogue of 
[the film] constantly re­
flects upon the absurdi­
ties and flaws entrenched 
in our democracy and 
free speech.”
Rather, the film leaves everyone open to 
attack, their agendas and methods unveiled 
and poked at as we see what happens behind 
the closed doors. The story humorously focus­
es on the paradoxes of logic in a way that is 
reminiscent of a novel like Catch-22.
Whether it is cigarettes being compared 
to Vermont cheese, the studies showing that 
smoking offsets Parkinson’s disease or the 
twist that ironically leads to Nick Naylor’s 
life being saved by cigarettes, the film forces 
as many laughs on the audience as it does
courtesy of cinempire.com
“Sultan of Spin,” Nick Naylor (Eckhart), makes his living defending an industry that kills 
1,200 people a day.
scratches on the head.
Though Eckhart’s performance and quick­
ly hashed dialogue understandably takes 
center stage, his support helps more than 
just adequately complimenting and filling 
out the political arena. Big-time Hollywood 
Exec., Rob Lowe adds to the fast talking 
brand of characters as he looks to co-op with 
Naylor by getting his stars to light up in sci- 
fi movies in order to make smoking appear 
“sexy” in films again.
The opposition to Naylor and the M.O.D. 
Squad are Vermont Senator Ortolan 
Finistirre (William H. Macy), and Heather 
Holloway (Katie Holmes), a sexy investiga­
tive reporter for The Washington Probe look­
ing to expose Naylor and his cronies.
Other notable turns come from Robert
Duvall as the Captain, an old fading aris­
tocratic tobacco tycoon running Big Tobacco 
from his home in Winston-Salem. Sam Elliott 
plays the former Marlboro Man Lome Lutch, 
who is dying of lung cancer and who Nick 
is sent to pay off in exchange for his silence 
about the side effects of cigarettes. Both 
characters provide an interesting aspect of 
historical linearity to generational smoking 
in the America.
Overall, Thank You for Smoking isn’t  as 
caustic of a critique as much as it is a 90 
minute film in which the theme of indul­
gence is omnipresent. Smoking tells us not 
to be overly focused on morality. When it 
feels wrong yet irresistible to laugh, it simply 
means that the film’s addictive and seductive 
humor is working.
The fourth and final chapter o f the trilogy
The laughs come fast and are furiously funny!
“LAUGH-OUT-LOUD 
FANTASTIC!
The most fun you'll have 
at the movies this year!”
Melanie Moon, W P
“4X THE LAI
The creators of Si 
have done It f•tesloy Nagy, K8WS-’
IRIOUS&
VEREIMT!
Bury the grudge. Burn the village. See the saw.
www.$caiymovie.com
ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE  NOW AT www.scabymqvie.coiw OR AT A THEATER NEAR YOU.
“BARTENDER”
& Earn Extra 
While Attending School
©  Full Training 
Certification
guaranteed Unlimited /  Lifetime 
Job Placement Service
Call NOWIl (973)-744-2525
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Montclair Video
★  L A R G E S T  ★  
A D U L T S  E C T I O N  
I N  N E W  J E R S E Y
O  v e  r  1 0 , 0 0  0 
T  a p e s  &  D .  V .  D .  ’  s ,  
M a g a z i n e s ,  N o v e l t i e s  a n d  M o r e
$6.99 Videos with this ad!
3 6 3  B l o o m f i e l d  A v e .  
M o n t c l a i r ,  N . J .
( 9 7 3 ) 2 3 3 - 9 3 9 3
Sunday to Wednesday 9am - 12am 
Thursday to Saturday 9am . j am 
(Near Diva’s lounge)
|  BACHELOR 1 DVD Super Sale!
I PARTY ITEMS i $1 D ollar
I FOR MEN AND i for
I WOMEN - 1 Fam ily Classic
1 10% OFF W / 1 D V D ’s!
1 THIS AD!
L J LIM ITED TIM E!
Are you seeing 
the signs of asthma 
ana allergies?
Our clinic is conducting a clinical research study for. adolescents and adults 
with both asthma and seasonal allergies.
You may be able to participate in this study if you:
•  Are at least 15 years old ,
•  Have been diagnosed with persistent asthma for at least 
the past 3 months
• Have been diagnosed with seasonal allergic rhinitis that 
was active during the past 2 allergy seasons
• Have been taking a stable dose of an allowed asthma 
treatment for at least 3 months
Study staff will review additional criteria with you.
Qualified study participants will be asked to come to the clinic for 4-5 study 
visits over 5-6 weeks, and they will not be charged for study-related office visits, 
medical evaluations, or study medication.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Monika Sklenar
Pulmonary & Allergy Associates 
One Springfield Avenue, Summit, NJ 07901 
P (908) 934-0440 x249 
Email: monikas@paamds.com
SOPRANOS
CONTINUED FROM P 15
and an A rt o f War, Sun Tzu, theme to it. The 
symbolism usually involves some sort of ani­
mal.
Like in the first season, the symbolism 
stemmed from ducks that were squatting in 
Tony’s pool in the summer. He takes a huge 
liking to them and in one scene actually 
talks to them. When they fly away, he has 
a panic attack and passes out. With some 
psychological evaluation from Dr. Melfi, we 
find out that Tony is afraid to lose his family, 
because he’s scared of being whacked, which 
was a foreshadowing event later that season. 
One thing David Chase is good at is putting 
subliminal forewarning signs through previ­
ous episodes on who is on their way out.
There is no doubt in my mind that 50 
years from now, The Sopranos will be looked 
on as a great literary work. Though obvi­
ously it is not a novel, it is a great piece of 
Americana. Historians and literary scholars 
in the future may make it mandatory to view 
for related courses, just as it is now manda­
tory to read The Adventures o f Huckleberry 
Finn by Mark Twain. We’ve seen a trend of 
it already going mainstream in many high 
school and college psychology classes.
Most of us won’t  be wise guys after we 
leave college, but The Sopranos goes further 
than all of that. All killings and wrong doings 
aside, it’s Tao is simple: “Keep your friends 
close, but your enemies closer.” Everything 
packed into The Sopranos can be relative to 
any one who has problems in their own life, 
and gives great strategy to those who will be 
chosen to run a successful business. Except 
the whacking part. You just have to read in 
between the lines.
Since this is The Sopranos’s sixth season, 
a lot of people, are afraid to watch it because 
they haven’t watched the show since it’s 
conception. This is erroneous! Though the 
DVDs are quite expensive, they do work as a 
good birthday gift and I promise you, you will 
never get sick of them.
WMSC’s Top 
10 ALBUMS
1
MC Lars
The Graduate
Say Anything 4*  
Is A Real Boy/ £  
W as A Real Boy
3 Pretty Girls MakeGraves
* Elan Vital
Matisyahu m
Youth 4
5 Yeah Yeah Yeahs Show Your Bones
Mogwai 
Mr. Beast 6
7
9
Rainer Maria 
Catastrophe Keeps 
Us Together
Mates Of State
Bring It Back
The Sounds 
Dying To Say This 
To You
8
The Flaming Lips 4  f t  
At War With The I  w  
Mystics
Scary Movie 4 
Dir. David Zucker 
Staffing Anna Faris and 
Regina Halt
Hard Candy 
Dir. David Slade
Starring Patrick. Wilson and Eilen Page
A lbum  R e lease s
Rock/Pop/indie
A i l
. g u ¡|t t o  Spj||
You in Reverse 
Rock/Pop/indie
The Flaming Lips 
At War With the Mystics
wmm®
? Friday-14 
> Franz Ferdinand &
: Death Cab For Cutie- Hammerstein 
Ballroom
Saturday-15
Cassettes Won't Listen- Sin-e
Saturday-15
Alkaline Trio- Starland Ballroom
Saturday-15 
Ladytron- Irving Plaza
Saturday-15
The Appleseed Cast/AlohaA/ictory at 
Sea-Northsix
Monday-17
Alkaline Trio/ Against Me- The Chance
Thursday- 20
Robert Pollard/ Richard Davies- Irving 
Plaza
oOC£ .r '  i:!-:•/> • tM. F OJj.ort'. ;c’V
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Jose .Ortiz 
Managing Editor
The biggest difference between televi­
sion shows that last and ones that don’t  is 
the strength of the characters. Everyone 
remembers Charles from Charles in Charge, 
or Steve Urkel from Family Matters.
Without these characters to entertain you 
weekdays during rerun slots, life would be so 
boring that you might actually read a book! 
God forbid! Luckily, the shows in the past 15 
years have produced some cool male charac­
ters that made us all want to change the way 
we do things. Here is our list of the coolest 
male television characters since 1990.
1. A1 Bundy (Married With Children):
A1 was the man! Bundy was what every 
man wished he could be in real life. He just 
didn’t give a damn, and he didn’t  give a damn 
about not giving a damn.
A1 would say anything to anyone at any­
time and it was great. Peg, Kelly, Bud and 
Marcy were funny, but let’s face it, this show 
tanks after the first year without Al.
We could go on forever about all of the 
great moments when Al made fun of fat 
women, or Marcy D’Arcy, beat the crap out 
of someone, got the crap beaten out of him, 
or bragged about scoring four touchdowns in 
one game at Polk High School. Married With 
Children aired 267 shows before going off the
courtesy of google.com
Great Quote: “I  saw your mother naked and 
everything went black. I  think m y eyes were 
trying to protect m y heart.”
2. Homer Simpson (The Simpsons):
He is the laziest and possibly the dumbest 
character on this list. His idea of parenting 
is cracking open a six pack and watching the 
football game with his kids.
He eats and eats, and his classic relation­
ship with Marge is hilarious. The Simpsons 
are the longest running television show in 
history and it's a cartoon! Homer is always 
a laugh, Bart is always in trouble, and Lisa 
and Marge save them at the end.
courtesy of google.com
Great Quote: “How is education supposed 
to make me smarter? Besides every time I  
learn something new, it pushes some old stuff 
out of m y brain. Remember when I  took the 
horn winemaking course, and I  forgot how brought us to this, 
to drive?” HIS
courtesy of google.com
3. Tony Soprano (The Sopranos):
Who doesn’t  love media bosses? Tony does 
whatever he wants and no one can do any­
thing about it.
All of us men would love to be in Tony’s 
shoes, living in a mansion with any car he 
wants, beautiful ethnic women at his fin­
gertips, people to do his dirty work and the 
ability to have anyone killed at anytime for 
any reason. Now that’s power.
Great Quote: “Cunnilingus and psychiatry
4. Kramer (Seinfeld):
Kramer manages to have sex without 
dating, get money without working, meet 
famous stars and has the best luck in the 
world. Quite possibly the best and most lov­
able mooch in television history. Kramer’s 
shenanigans are what made the television 
series so successful and considered to be one 
of the best sitcoms of all-time;
Great Quote: “Surprisingly, no, I ’m free, Fm 
unfettered ... I ’m like a naked innocent boy 
roaming the countryside.”
Make the 
most of your 
Summer!
R E & IS T E R  
N O W !
Visit our website at 
www.brookdalecc.edu 
or call 732- 224-2345
For At-Home Courses 
call 732- 224-2089
BROOKDALE
C O M M UN ITY C o U B G f
765 Newman Springs Road 
Uncroft, New Jersey 07738
An equal oppprtunity/aftirmative action Institution
WË Ê Ê K M
Brookdale's 
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•jl-week Coujses,, M
Si-week Courses 
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Course*.
Online & Internet Courses 
Courses Vidlel e visi o n É I
Summer Courses Begin
May 15th
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Great Quote: “I  like school, it’s a good way to 
kill time between weekends.”
6. Beavis & Butthead (Beans & Butthead):
We all know how fun it was to stay up late 
and catch the controversial cartoon duo in 
their childish immature antics.
Who can forget Beavis as Comholio 
screaming that he needed tepee for his bung- 
hole? I don’t  care who you are, no one could 
watch this cartoon and not laugh a little bit. 
It’s (me of those shows that make you feel 
stupid and dirty after watching it.
Great Quote: “Have you ever noticed that 
Madonna is always m asturbating during her 
videos? Heh, hem, yeah, so am L”
5. Zachary Morris (Saved by the Bell):
When trying to decide who to put on the 
list between A.C. Slater and Zack Morris, it 
cranes down to who got the hotter g iri Kelly 
Kapowski beats out Jessica Spano any day 
of the week. Besides that, Zack was like the 
modem day Fonz. All of the girls loved him, 
the guys wanted to be like him and he was 
the most popular high schooler on television 
for five years.
courtesy of googto.com
7. M iriiB nrhanram (B yw afah):
Any guy who gets paid to hang around 
unbelievably beautiful women who are in 
bathing suits and hikinis deserves to make 
this list.
The show, at one time, was aired in every 
continent except Antarctica, and was on the 
air from 1989-2001. Mitch is rally considered 
cool because of the feet that he spent most of 
his time around wet women.
Great Quote: “Beyond its  entertainment 
value, Baywatch has enriched and, in many 
cases helped save lives. Fm looking forward 
to the opportun ity  to continue with a prqj-
courtesy of google.com
ect which has had some significance for so 
many.”
8. Peter Griffin  (Famify Gpy):
The father in the hit cartoon is just too 
funny and stupid to leave off of this list. 
While his stupidity is not on the level of 
Homer’s, he still manages to get him self 
into some pretty odd and silly situations. Of 
course the show would be nothing with the 
talking baby or the dog, but Peter is defi­
nitely a character for the ages.
Great Quote: “I f  Fm a child, that means 
you’re a pedophile, and Fll be damned i f l ’m 
going to stand here and take th is from a 
pervert.”
9. W ill Smith (Freeh Prince afBei-Aiz):
You can take the kid out of the hood, but
you never take the hood out of the kid.
This is what Will Smith was all about on 
the hit sitcom  Making fat jokes about Uncle 
Phil or mocking Carleton Banks, W ill was 
hilarious and, of course, smooth with the 
ladies.
courtesy of google.com
Great Quote: “I’m stuck in a basement, sittin ’ 
on a tricycle, girl getting on m y nerves; goin’ 
out of my mind, thought she was fine, don’t 
know if  her body is hers.”
10. CradeQ Walker (Walker, Tosas B anged 
We just needed someone on this list who 
could kick some serious butt. That’s one of 
the best things about a cool, tough male char­
acter, once it’s time to start fighting, they put 
butts on the floor. Chuck Norris is perfect for 
the role as he is considered to be one of the 
best martial artists in the world 
Great Quote: “R apist Ranger! You screwed 
Up! You forgot to read us our rights, ffid h r  
You’re right! You have the right (kicks the 
rapist) to remain silent.
caw tasy  e> | n 0 e . c s i
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Thinking About Sum m er? 
Plan Ahead!
JWCCM.
C ounty C ollege o f M orris
Course selection available at
w w w .ccm .edu
4 sessions
D ay Session  I 
M ay 2 2  -  June 22
D ay Session  II 
June 2 6  - July 27
D ay Session  III 
July 31 -  A ugust 11
Evening Session  
June 5 -  July 27
Call 973-328-5101
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
£. MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
SUMMER
Schedule of Courses is on the Web
wwwjnontclair.edu/summer
Priority Web Registration for 
MSU Students* April 10 - 20
Additional Web Registration for 
All Eligible Students*
April 21 through the first day of the course
Summer Sessions Office 
College Hall, Room 215 
Voice: 973-655-4352 
Fax: 973-655-7851
E-Mail: summer@montclair.edu
i t i l f e
m ■■
èri Immm
* The University reserves the right to modify its calendar! 
and availability of the web registration system : 
without prior notice,
Montclair State University is an 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
msuoginiong^ www.themontclarion.org
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Koren Frankfort I The Montdarion
CI)c jH cm trlanon
Montclair State University 
113 Student Center Annex 
E-mail: Montclarion@mail.montclair.edu 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043 
Phone: (973) 655-5241 Fax: (973) 655-7804
Executive Board
Editor-m-Chief Michael C. McPhee 
Managing Editor Jose M. Ortiz
Production Cameron Ferrara 
Treasurer Philip Accooe
Editorial Board 
News Chantal Gabel 
Fe a tu re  Jessica Suico 
Chief Copy Koren Frankfort 
A&E Peter Schauss 
O p in ion  Brian Gatens 
Sports Mike Johnson 
Pho tog rap hy Dominique Wilson 
Graphic Design Luis Rosario 
E d ito ria l Cartoonist Koren Frankfort 
W ebm aster Luis Rosario
Assistants
Photography Duygu Atacan 
Nastassia Davis 
Graphics Jessica Sproviero 
News Shayna Jacobs 
A&E Jesse Jenkins 
Melissa Felicio. 
Sports Bobby Melok
There are two very distinct group:* of studenti* on campus The 
first arc those that recognize student issues, can: about them and 
do something about them. The other group, with u m udi higher 
membership, are people who complain about issues on and off 
campus, yet do nothing but sit bach and gripe.
One of the most shining examples of the first type of student 
aro the members of STAND, Students Taking Action Now: Darfur, 
who recened an initial organizational chatter this Wednesday 
afternoon in the Student Government Association legislative ses­
sion. Darfur is a problem that even the biggest governments m 
our world have refused to take action to solve, je t this group of 
students i* not taking the stolid position. They, from their little 
comer uf the world, aro determined to .«.top genocide thousands of 
miles awaj A lofty goal for a student group, indeed.
Dedicat ion and hard work are also frequently visible as t he wres­
tling team cunt inues to fight for reinstatement. For sumo students, 
wrestling is as important as academics itself, and that component 
is quickly fading from their college careers. The team continues to 
fight fur their cause despite Vice President Pennington's persistant 
stance in the contr.iry, a sign that (lie group will not back down any
For an example of die second type of student, one net d onlj sit 
in the cafeterias, listen to conversations on the student center steps 
or talk to some classmates before a lecture. You will hear tales of 
great displeasure, inconveniences incurred and inequality suffered. 
However, this type of student will bverwhehningdy choose to  do
“ ... inaction is the only way to guaran­
tee fa ilu re ... those who take no action 
are never rewarded with results.”
nothing but pay issues lip sendee. These st udents are all bark and 
no bite; they would rather continue to have something to complain 
alnu t than worn about finding a solution.
Perhaps they are right. Successt- seem to occur on thin cam­
pus at an infrequent rate. For every success such as the Resident 
Hall Association successfully fighting to remove the extra charge 
for resident-: -¡laying over vacation, then- is a setback like the fir­
ing of Hiram Perez despite an entire academic department on the 
oilier side- of the issue
Those who refuse to take action often claim that they can t  do 
anj thing to «live the problems they face, and often Units* they are 
right. However, inaction is the only wa\ to guarantee failure. Not 
everyone who tackles an ismip is successful and earth-hatlerm g. 
However, it can be .inured that those who lake no action are 
never revvardi d with results.
When- can you. as a student, hegin? Vote in the SGA elections 
next week, w rite an opinion piece for Thv Mont durian, join a 
political or -social organization on campus or write to vour admin­
istration. Change- depends on il.
W riters and Contributors 
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D, Doug McIntyre 
Margaret Oko, Nik Frotasenia 
Tom Shields, Justine Burke 
Kelly Asmuth, Jamie Lynn Coryell 
Eddie Ruggieri
Advisor 
Laura Federico
A d v e rtis in g  D irector  
Kevin Schwoebel
O verall Design 
Mike Sanchez
CONTACT US
Editor-In-Chief (973) 655-5230 
I  Managing (973) 655-5282 
; Production (973) 655-5282 
Treasurer (973) 655-5241 
News Editor (973)655-5169 
Newsroom (973) 655-5241 
Advertising Director (973) 655-5237 
Bookkeeper (973) 655-5237
The M ontdarion is a Class One organization of The 
Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State 
University. Published weekly, except during examina­
tions, summer and winter sessions, The M ontdarion is 
funded by student fees distributed by the SGA and by 
incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in 
the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main 
Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The 
•M ontdarion. The first edition of The M ontdarion, 
then named The Pelican, was published on November 
28, 1928.
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Despite being the clear winner of the round of 
debates, current president Angelo Lilia has a track 
record that cannot be overcome easily. Lilia has 
been an ineffective leader at the helm, mismanaging 
personnel problems and alienating students through 
ineffective communication. Gutilla’s strong dedica­
tion shines through his underwhelming debate per­
formance, and his years of SGA dedication make him 
the right candidate for the change that the Montclair 
State SGA needs.
* Anthony G util la*
*Amy Chicken*
Ralph
Mullenax
A great communicator, Chicken had the misfortune of being 
second-in-command to Lilia this past year. However, her 
own contributions to the student body have overshadowed the 
presidency’s downfalls. Taking the yearbook under her wing 
while effectively managing SGA Legislative meetings despite 
her opponent Mullenax’s frequent interruptions, Chicken is 
one of the hardest working “students for students.” Mullenax’s 
sporadic and spotty work as SGA Webmaster is unbecoming 
of higher office.
T
IE
X_J
D resher’s extensive experience makes her The 
Montclarioris clear choice for treasurer. Soares’s poor 
service as an SGA justice in the past is coupled with a 
lack of financial experience that Dresher is full of. As 
treasurer of a number of organizations and an SGA 
legislator since her first semester, Dresher will bring to 
the office of treasurer both financial and administrative 
know-how. Her passion for ensuring that all rules are 
followed is an added benefit.
* Jamie Dresher*
Maria
Soares
* Donna McFadden* It is difficult to determine whether DePasquale’s inexperi­
ence with the SGA is a benefit or a hindrance for an election. 
However, McFadden appears to be a sure thing. As secretary 
for Organization of Student for African Unity, she appears to 
have the skills needed for this post. A non-legislator in this 
post will be beneficial in ensuring an im partial secretary’s 
chair.
B oard of T rustees: No Endorsem ent.
D aniel Peltz’s lack of attendance a t The Montclarioris debates leads th e  ed ito ria l board  to  question th e  candidate’s dedication. 
A rguably th e  m ost im portan t post up for election th is  year, th e  tru stee  representative m ust be a  hard-w orking advocate for s tu ­
den t needs. Peltz h as not yet proven th is  level of com m itm ent. D espite Peltz’s vague goals in  h is petition for candidacy, The 
Montclarion w ishes th e  uncontested candidate luck as a  m outhpiece for studen t concerns.
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Involement Key To Enjoying College
With SGA Elections Forthcoming, Even Commuters Must Pay Attention And Decide
700 people are voting in students who will be 
responsible for $900,000 that the SGA collects from 
every student through the SGA fees ... but students often 
don’t know where this money is going. ”
The SGA elections are starting soon. Will 
this year be another dismal turnout, with 
only 700 out of 15,000 students voting? That 
is only 4.6 percent.
It is clear that most 
of the students on this 
campus are left out of 
the loop when it comes 
to the student govern­
ment. This is mostly 
caused by a lack of stu­
dent involvement on 
this campus. I realize 
that almost 75 percent 
of our students are com­
muters, making it dif­
ficult for them to commit to attending meet­
ings outside of class time every week. In my 
experience, however, it has been better for 
students to be involved.
When I have talked with students, the 
ones who say they are happy at MSU are the 
ones who have gotten involved in some way, 
regardless of whether it was with the SGA, 
student organizations, fraternities, sororities 
or sports. The ones who come to class and go 
back to the dorm or drive home say they don’t 
like Montclair.
Being involved in several organizations 
myself, I have found that it forces me to learn 
how to manage my time. When you know 
you have several obligations to fulfill each 
day, you have to schedule time for homework 
and find time to finish what you need to 
between meetings and classes. My experi­
ence at Montclair has been enhanced by 
being so involved. I have made friendships
through my organizations that may last a 
lifetime. I could not have met these people 
in classes. Furthermore, I haven’t  worked so 
closely with my classmates as I do the mem­
bers in my organizations.
Perhaps being a resident student makes 
being so involved easier for me. A commuter 
friend of mine, Scott, is very involved in 
three organizations on campus. He has a 
15 minute commute to MSU, yet he comes to 
campus several times every week for meet­
ings and events with his organizations. As a 
result, he has built strong bonds with other 
students, myself included.
Organizations can give students experi­
ences they may never get in the classroom. 
By remaining active in an organization, one 
can move into a leadership role, even an 
executive board position, in that organiza­
tion. Showing experience in leadership posi­
tions will make anyone more attractive to 
potential employers. Additionally, being in 
leadership roles has made me a better public 
speaker and taught me how to maintain 
professional relationships with many kinds 
of people.
Even if students have no aspirations for 
leadership roles, they may still be involved in 
planning events and working with students 
they would ordinarily not spend time with, 
affording them valuable life experiences.
There are organizations on this campus 
that are suited for almost every person, 
from a theater organization to a gamers’ 
club. There are cultural organizations and 
academic clubs. And if you can’t find one 
that suits you, the SGA is always chartering 
new organizations to represent students who 
don’t  feel they have a voice and they aren’t 
hard to find. Their office is in the Student 
Center, behind the bookstore. Someone is 
in the office every day, ready to answer any 
questions and concerns that you may have 
about the university, or about your voice in 
general.
Each candidate can only do so much 
to reach out to students to participate in 
the elections. One of these ways is to ask 
for endorsement from student organizations. 
Students who aren’t in these organizations 
may never hear about the elections.
These 700 people are voting in students
who will be responsible for $900,000that the 
SGA collects from every student through the 
SGA fee. They are being elected to spend 
that money in a responsible way, but stu­
dents often don’t  know where this money is 
going. Also, students who aren’t  involved are 
wasting this SGA fee. Most of this budget 
goes to the student organizations. The Class 
One organizations have huge budgets that 
they spend on their events, and a plethora 
of Class II and III organizations have money 
available for their events too. By becoming 
involved in these organizations, students will 
be taking advantage of the about $4 SGA fee 
they pay each semester. It may not seem like 
a big amount, but students should be taking 
advantage of every fee they pay.
There has been a 13 percent increase this 
year in student organization programs. That 
suggests that more students are becoming 
involved. But many of these students are 
doubling up on organizations, and even in 
executive board positions. Most organization 
elections are held with many positions unop­
posed.
There simply aren’t  enough students get­
ting involved on this campus and, as a result, 
they are uninformed about what the SGA 
does, or worse, they are getting their infor­
mation from a negatively biased source. Just 
being in one student organization can help 
students learn this information and improve 
their college experience.
Douglas McIntyre, a Linguistics major, was 
recently elected Chief Copy Editor for The 
Montclarion in the 2006-2007 academic year.
DOUGLAS
m c in t y r e
COLUM NIST
Montclarion Mailbag
“The Case for Christ”
Fact: The Bible is 99.5 percent error free 
Fact: Iliad 650/ Bible 5,664 Manuscripts 
Fact: Christ’s life recorded 30 years after 
his death
Fact: Jesus is not just a biblical figure. 
Jesus is also historical 
Fact: “I am the Way & the Truth & the 
Life” - Jesus
This is what an 8’ x 10’ mural read 
outside of the student center convenience 
store on April 10th. As a doctoral student 
in pedagogy here at MSU, l am concerned. 
Issues such as these have everything to 
do with how we teach in schools. Do we 
use rhetoric to convince children to be 
patriotic or religious or good consumers, 
or do we take on the responsibility of help­
ing them to think for themselves in a way
that cuts through the fog of ignorance and 
manipulation.
The claim that the Bible is 99.5 per­
cent error free is a misrepresentation. A 
search of the internet identifies a claim 
that among the 5,000 phis manuscript 
copies (a point to be covered later) con­
cerning the Bible there is 99.5 percent 
agreement (http://www.everystudent.com/ 
features/bible.html#2), not an error rate of 
.5 percent. Consistencies among historical, 
accounts simply support the existence of a 
person, nothing more.
As far as comparisons to the Iliad are 
concerned: Unless the claim here is that 
the Iliad is a true account in all aspects, 
the comparison is irrelevant to the veracity 
of the miracles of the Bible. A history of the 
claims about a god(s) does not help prove
the existence of the god or its progeny.
The web site I have identified also reports 
that there are over 5,000 different stories of 
the Bible. Writing 5,000 stories about how 
Tommy said his brother flew does not prove 
his brother actually flew.
One doesn’t  need to refute that Jesus 
existed to refute parts of the Bible, nor to 
challenge that he was the son of God. What 
might help is some proof that God does 
indeed exist; of course there is none. The 
lack of proof is not, of course, enough to 
refute the existence of God. It does mean 
that we don’t  have good evidence to support 
believing in it -  similar to the cases of the 
Loch Ness Monster and Bigfoot.
Since points one through four have not 
presented a reasonable case, point five ends 
up simply being a quote. If that is all it
takes, then let me offer one of my own, as I 
am pretty sure that I am a historical reality. 
‘I am the son of Santa Claus.’
Just as I am unwilling to support people 
utilizing their freedom of speech to aggran­
dize unreasonable claims about people 
unlike themselves, I am equally unwilling 
to support selling God through unreason­
able rhetoric.
If the bigotted and the prejudiced post 
signs of a similar kind, you can be sure that 
people like myself will embrace our right to 
expose the erroneaous and the dangerous 
nature of their words. Make no mistake, 
misleading people is putting them in dan­
ger.
Joe Oyler
Doctoral Student in Pedagogy
The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for pub­
lication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be print­
ed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author 
will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopimon@gmail. 
com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Rave Cellphone Review s
Phones Required for Freshman Students Are Feature-Filled
JAMIE LYNN
CORYELL
COLUM NIST
Rave Wireless and MSU are “connecting 
the dots to build a better, safer experience” 
for students. As of fall 2005, all incoming 
resident freshmen were 
required to sign up with 
Rave, a cell phone com­
pany geared especially 
for college students that 
is committed to making 
college campuses safer. 
A recent list even named 
Montclair State as best 
practice in mobility.
Part of Nextel, Raye
---------------------  Wireless provides the
Motorola i860 or i850, equipped with the 
built in walkie-talkie feature. Despite the 
variety of different monthly plans, all phones 
have the same capabilities, enabling students 
to instantly connect with one another. Not 
only is Rave a new way to meet people, but it 
is also is helpful in an emergency. With just 
the push of a button, you can be connected 
with a friend and get help (or make plans for 
later). Rave Wireless is a great way to stay 
in touch with classmates and to stay safe. 
-The new GPS-enhanced mobile devices allow 
friends to see where you are (if you program 
it) and help you find directions. The Rave 
Guardian allows for the police to track your 
whereabouts. If the timer on your phone is 
set, it sends signals to the Montclair State 
police. If the timer is not turned off after the 
amount of time that you set, an alarm goes 
off at the police station. An officer is then 
sent out to help you. This is a great option if
you do not feel safe on campus, day or night. 
This feature was recently highlighted on 
the CBS Early Show for the good services it 
provides.
As the Rave website states, “Today’s youth 
demand continuous connectivity.” Ninety 
percent of students have a cell phone. It 
seems that everywhere you turn, someone is 
on their cell phone. It is almost a necessity 
to stay in touch with people in our fast-paced 
world. MSU is the first university to intro­
duce Rave Wireless to its students. Soon, 
many campuses will follow in our footsteps 
and help their students feel safer too. The 
walkie-talkie feature will allow not only 
Rave and Nextel users to stay in touch at 
Montclair, but around the country. It is nice 
to know that Rave and MSU are being rec­
ognized as having a good system, and that 
students are feeling safer by using this wife­
less network.
Rave Wireless has been very helpful to 
me. As a Nextel customer before, I began my 
studies at Montclair State last fall, and I was 
curious if I would be able to keep my existing 
plan while experiencing all of the options 
that Rave had to offer. Thankfully, I was. 
Since I do not five on campus but wanted 
to be kept in the loop, I felt that this would 
help. After having it for almost an entire 
school year, I feel that it has. It also helps 
that once the bookmark is installed to your 
phone number, you do not need to re-program 
it every time you get a new phone.
Perhaps the feature that I count on the 
most is the Widget link. Access to my
Montclair e-mail is a lifesaver. Having the 
ability to check my e-mail has saved me 
from traveling to my class twice when it was 
cancelled. Although there is not an option 
to reply to a message, you are still able to 
read them. Other features that have come 
in handy are the “going out movie times” 
one, which allows a search for local movie 
theaters and times. All of the widgets are 
helpful and keep students informed of activi­
ties both on campus and off. An added (but 
quite annoying) feature allows fof updates 
on what is happening on campus to be sent 
to your phone. I would advise to stay away 
from that if you do not want your phone going 
off every minute or so.
Other Rave users may access the personal 
profiles of their friends. By going online or 
just on their phone and searching for a name 
or phone number, classmates may learn more 
about each other. The GPS option lets users 
see where other people are too, but only if the 
person they are searching for has enabled 
access. Updated locations are also required. 
Rave Wireless has helped me to feel safer 
on campus and keep on contact with class­
mates and friends. As a commuter, I like the 
fact that I can access the same things that 
residents can. I have become more involved 
and am continuously updated on campus 
activities. Montclair State has taken just 
one more step in making the campus safer 
for students!
Jam ie Lynn Coryell, a Business major, is  in her 
first year as a colum nist foe The Montclarion.
Q uestion of 
T h e  W eek
iWho are you supporting for 
the upcoming SGA elections?
EMEFA
D U H O
Year; Junior 
Major:
Comiminications
“Anyone that will 
gel the job done
ACQUOH-
ABBIU
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Biology
running ib
Donna Kay who is
TERRANCE 
TAYLOR
Year; Senior 
Major
Political Science
“ïfa ïtth e ip to n - 
tions are positive 
and well thought 
out, I  would support them all the way.”
in Review “ Up to sunshine and shirtless boys in the quad.
Thum bs U p to scheduling your
final semester’s classes.
Thum bs Down to MSU students for not attend 
ing sporting events.
Thum bs Down to rap music in the quad.
Thum bs Down to failed electronic housing sign 
ups.
IHJWIS SIMPLE WHUE CROSS STAMP IN
HEATHEN UKRALSWTHESEARE 
TRULY DARK TIMES-
MAfèENOLRBÆPEND
-FALW£U-!HERE(EM£S
i M l
courtesy of krtcampus.com
oaeooQ 
KfllECOiæiC. CHIRP»’ NEWS 
FROM IPAQ.
courtesy of krtcampus.com
courtesy of krtcampus.com
courtesy of krtcampus.com
DELAYED REACTION
EDMOND
L O N E Y
Year. SophotioN l 
Major. Business
Amy Chicken, and 
Jamie Dresher.”
MIKE ' 
STRICKLAND
Year: Sophotfjore 
Major
Justice Studies
f*: “‘Pretty Dan’ for
" S B » * '_______  Board of Trustees
H BH j because he is the 
only one ru n n ii|||J : l  thi nk.*
JOE
B U C E L L O
Year: ¡ |É o r .\  
Major
Excercise Science
“ Pretty  Dan’for 
Board of Trustees.
He has nice eyes.’’
J A S O N  
M A C K *
Year: Sophomore
M ajor
Justice Studies
“Whoever is  elected 
is irrelevent to me 
as long as they do what they promised to 
do before they were elected.” : :
Question o f the Week opinions are views 
expressed  by the students o f M ontclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views 
o f The Montclarion,
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Before next week, sentimental ideals and ne- 
InnuMit iniunacvwiJi Help move r. 1.i' ioi,-‘i i 
forward. Passionate encounters and seductio 
are now a kev theme
M  T a u ru s  0
■ tApm2Q~M ay 20>
Gossip in the workplace and romantic specula- 
tion are best avoided over the next few days. 
Misinformation may soon, lead to strained rela­
tions; colleagues will expect loyalty and con­
tinuing supporl After mid-week, n !\ on past 
promises and emotional agreements for guid­
ance; a return to trusted habits will bring the 
I -C*
It G e m in i m
Long-term relationships may now experience 
u bra f but intense pha.-c of tpestioning and 
■»Dual discussion Early this week, someone 
dose may ask for m«TO,time, consideration 
ar paiieoce. Set firm boundaries and demand 
honest reactions; your emotional cues will be 
respected. . .•¿p%Vy* Trt
*§ C a n ce r
f: * (June 21- July 21) .sfcjV.; * 
New romantic attraction is unavoidable. Over 
the next eight days, expect new Gpjdeagues 
or acquaintances to offer coy flirtations and 
seductive invitations. Stay calm; in i.w coming 
weeks-, social complications and fast proposals 
will steadily increase BtHHW fflW BHBI
C lje  ilto n tc la rio n  •  April 13,2006
neK CHRswies
"What's with this Visa bill-? I hewer thought f<l 
say this. Gwen, bur you are bleeding me dryf
<& L e o  0
larly  this week, a younger friend or rela­
tive may ask for delicate advice or support. 
Educational planning, job creation or lifestyle 
choices m t^w be accc tiled 1’rov jde ''nrou rage- 
nieiu. practical ilecimuir.. jevued regulftliAiis 
and ,1 thorough cvim:r..itwn of roquireniPiit-»
m m
s e ttle  EM
arofsnr
(% m t-  £  f c » . . k n
BTiTney-
V,
'The world's reoo '0 hairbaii was released by 
tippy the Cat oi Charles City. Iowa, when she 
finally laid her paws on a pood decongestant"
i l  V irg o  i l
(August S i r  So pi umber 21 S j  
Over the next lew days, managers and col­
leagues may quickly criticize smalt mistakes. 
Ikke none of it personally: although difficult, 
ongoing workplace tensions or power struggles 
will boon be resolved. After Wednesday, a 
romantic purim-r or cIum’ friend may propose 
unique travel ventures, leisure activities or 
■Midi 1 vent f Go i h t  . ¥>&'!. 1 1 .. j  I &*
sc L i b r a  i>%
tiepiembii J ’J -1 Mo!« t 221 
family pi.thcring» mat now pro\ vie now oppor­
tunities for inclusion. Early this week, iso­
lated or distrustful relatives will opt for emo­
tional proinc-.ss or nona! cjm-pta’.u i- licspoi.d 
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ilex emotional triangles, Genuine atVccimn 
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The SGA Elections will take place 17th - 26th.
vote.montclair.edu
A message from The Montclarion.
i
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I’ll qualify
I won'tI won't £k
I'l qualify
I’U qualify 
1 won’t
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W  'VHrB I’l qualify
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fr ■I won’t ■ I'l qualify
Don’t guess whether you lualify for the EITC. Know.
There’s a lot to know about qualifying for the Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC). You need to work and eam less than ®692. If youllllhave children, they must meet three qualifying testipnd that’s 
just to name a few. But the most important thing to kn«s you can 
get help figuring it all out. Visit us on the web, call 1-80D-TAX-1O4O 
or ask your tax preparer. When it comes to getting help claiming 
everything you honestly deserve, consider it done.
V . 1 i
1.800.TAX.1040
Internal Revenue Service www.irs.gov/eitc
J
Child Care Wanted
Babysitter needed- part time for two 
girls 6 1/2 and 3 1/2 in Glen Ridge. 
About 5 to 10 hours per week.
Please call (917) 696-8087 for Tracy.
$14/hr babysitter. Immediate child­
care position available in Montclair. 
Looking for energetic person who 
loves to play with small children. 
Approx. 30 hr/week. Very flexible 
days and nights. Live in or out. Call 
Stephanie for details (973) 744-6163.
Childcare needed beginning May 
15th through August 25 in Upper 
Montclair for wonderful 9-year-old 
girl. Drivers license necessary. 25 
- 30 hours per week. jCall (201) 259- 
8824.
Babysitter needed for 2-year-old son 
4 to 8 hours a week. Flexible hours. 
You must have your own transpor­
tation. Please call Jessica at (973) 
233-9778.
Seeking mature, reliable MSU educa- 
tion/childcare major to pick up our 
10-year-old son from school (MKA) 
and drive him home to Carlstadt -  5 
days a week, 3 p.m. -  7 p.m. Respon­
sibilities: homework, play-dates and 
dinner. Full-time coverage on school 
holidays and occasional evenings. 
License, car and references essential. 
$12.50/hour. (212) 756-4226.
Child Care Wanted
Montclair family needs part time 
babysitter 2 -4  afternoons a week 
2:30 - 6 p.m. Mature, nurturing, 
good references a must. Good 
driver with car. Start date: spring or 
fall. (973) 509-0093.
Seeking P/T babysitter in our home 
for bright, adorable 2 1/2-year-old. 
Central Montclair location. Refer­
ences, past experience a must. 8-10  
flexible hours a week. Mornings or 
afternoons ok. Call Karen (973) 509- 
9842.
Summer sitter looking for a fun 
summer? So are we. In Denville, fun, 
energetic, dependable sitter wanted 
M - F, mid June through mid August 
for one boy (9) and two girls (12/14.) 
Car required. $10 hr. Call (973) 723- 
9071.
Babysitter wanted for 2 -3  days per 
week. Flexible hours. Call llene at 
(973)439-5657.
Part time babysitter/housekeeper. 
Hours are 4 -7  and possible morn­
ings. Must be a good driver, but you 
can use my car. I have two daugh­
ters, ages 2.5 and 5.5. I'm looking 
for someone responsible, fun and 
energetic. Some cleaning, house­
keeping is also required. Call (973) 
783-3320.
i g ^ ^ H g g n
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Childcare -  Montclair family. Three 
school age children. M - F 2:30 P.M. 
-  8:30 P.M. Driving to activities, 
homework, dinner prep. Must have 
excellent driving record, experience 
and references. Call Kelly (973) 204- 
7742.
Live in babysitter. M -  F in Montclair 
home. Three School age children, 
includes driving, homework,'dinner 
prep, light household duties. Pri­
vate quarters, weekly Salary. May 
stay or go on weekends. Excellent 
driving record, references, experi­
ence reguired. (973) 204-7742 for 
Kelly.
*  A
*  Positions Available Immediately *
*  for Mad Scientists. *
*  - a a a a a a a a a  . ^
A Mad Science of North Central Now Jersey A 
Î  is currently looking for students to  work J  
A1-4 hours a week teaching science classes A 
J to  kids. Excellent pay-including training!! *
A Do You: A
J  *  Love Working with children/ *
A A Have full-time access to a car/ A
*  A Have an outgoing personality/ *
* if you answered yes to  these questions, *
*  give us a cal! at (973) 244-1880 *
^ and set up an interview. *
A ★
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Help Wanted
Waiters/Waitresses: hired for week­
end catering work in West Orange. 
Will train. Pay at $12 per hour. Can 
make up to $400 on weekend, call 
(973) 731-7900.
Egg donors wanted: established 
donor program seeks loving women, 
21-33, to donate eggs to infertile 
couples. Healthy, non-smoker, living 
in the USA. Generous compensa­
tion! (888) 363-9457 www.reproduc- 
tivelawer.com. /
Local entertainment company look­
ing for energetic motivated indi­
viduals to earn unbelievable money 
plus tips as a children's performer. 
No experience necessary, we will 
train you. Must be available week­
ends, have car and Internet access. 
For more information call Bob at 
(973) 890-4167.
Construction part time, full time, 
overtime available. Salary based 
on experience. Wanaque/Riverdale 
area. Please call Lucille at (973) 838- 
3829. Exterior Solutions, LLC.
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Red Hawks Hold On|Jagr for Hart Trophy
B eat N JC U  In  E x tra  In n in g s A nd M ove U p T h e  S tand ings
Bobby Melok 
S ta ff Writer
The Montclair State University 
Red Hawks and New Jersey City 
Gothic Knights were originally 
scheduled to play on Friday,
12
NJCU 11
April 7. However, rain 
the game to be postponed until 
this past Monday. The weather 
was much more forgiving on 
Monday, as the sun was shin­
ing over Yogi Berra Stadium, 
providing a warm setting for 
the afternoon’s game.
The Red Hawks got off to 
a shaky start as fresh­
man pitcher Chris 
Schindler let up 
runs in the top 
first inning. MSU 
in the bottom half ofthe inning with
four rims NJCU knocked Schindler around 
some more with five runs in the second, with 
three coming off a questionable homerun by 
the Knight’s Rob Del Fino. Two more NJCU 
runs came in the third, making the score 
9-4. That was the end for the freshman, as 
Coach Norm Schoenig brought in sophomore
baseman Rob Clark would have ended it, but 
Clark threw, the ball past the first baseman, 
allowing two runs to come home, tying the 
game at 11. The Gothic. Knights retired 
MSU in order in the bottom of the 
ninth  to send the game into extra 
innings.
NJCU looked like they had the 
momentum in their favor in the 
tenth.inning as they loaded the 
bases with one out. Carlos 
Suarez came to the plate, 
and hit a deep fly ball to 
right field, for what nor 
mally would have been 
a sacrifice fly, bring­
ing in a run. However, 
Red Hawk right fielder 
•Thomas Meyer had 
a different idea. He 
snatched the ball out of 
the air, and made a desperation 
throw to home, which catcher 
M att Hartwick caught, and 
held onto, despite a nasty col 
lision with the runner, prevent- 
ing the run from scoring, and 
■ f lfc  ending the inning. The Red 
Hawks were brought back to 
life after the amazing play, 
a n d  came out swinging in the bot­
tom of the tenth.
A leadoff single from Kevin Cuozzi, fol 
lowed by a sacrifice bunt and intentional
u-
m
i s
m
Nik Protasenia 
S ta ff Writer
Every Rangers fan this season has been 
filled with enthusiasm and excitement as 
the Broadway Blue Shirts make their way 
into the postseason for the first time since 
1997
Sports Illustrated predicted that 
the Rangers would finish in last 
place this year, but that has been 
anything but a forgone concl ­
sion.
It was obvious from the 
first game of the season 
against Philadelphia 
that something spe­
cial was about to hap 
pen with this once dis­
mal team. In the past, 
teams like Philadelphia,
Ottawa, New Jersey,
Toronto and pretty much 
every other decent team in 
the league, would give the Rangers 
a spanking when they played them.
This year, however, the tables have 
turned and the Rangers are giving it 
back to those teams that once dominat­
ed them. What exactly makes this year 
so different from the previous seven’ 
What were the Rangers doing wrong in 
the past and what are they doing 
right this year?
One point to be made is 
that head coach, Tom Renney, 
has done a terrific job organiz­
ing this team together with a 
unique roster of players that 
consist of size, speed, strength 
and experience. His no-non­
sense attitude approach to 
each game has given the Rangers 
a much needed dose of discipline that 
has been lacking for quite some time.
this turned out to be much harder than he 
thought.
Then Capitals coach, Bruce Cassidy, didn’t 
allow Jagr to play at his own will. Instead, he 
forced Jagr to play into a more defense-ori­
ented system where he was unable to score 
as he pleased. He constantly feuded with 
Cassidy as did other players on the team, 
and this is when things went sour.
The fans in Washington didn’t 
appreciate him very much since he 
wasn’t  the point-producing phe- 
nom he was in Pittsburgh. 
Jagr openly adm itted 
that he was unhappy in 
Washington and he just 
didn’t  feel like playing 
anymore. In 2004, Jagr 
found himself headed to 
M anhattan to play for 
the New York Rangers. 
The Rangers in 2004 
were a desperate team look­
ing for answers to end their 
losing streak. The Rangers had been 
accused of signing aging veterans 
with big price tags that were also 
way past their prime. Jagr, however, 
turned out to be different as he start­
ed scoring from the get go in New 
York. But that wasn’t  enough to get 
the Rangers in the playoffs.
After the 2004-2005 lock­
out, teams in the NHL were 
forced to be wiser with their 
spending. The Rangers real­
ized that they should spend 
money on Czech players 
that Jagr was fam iliar 
with so he could have a 
happy environment at 
the Garden. They signed 
native Czechs like M artin 
Straka, M artin Rucinsky, Michal 
Rozsival, Marek Malik and they acquired
Another reason for thè turnaround is . Petr Sykora through a trade, 
the stellar play of rookies Henrik Lundqvist Being surrounded by fellow countrymen
and Petr Prucha. Lundqvist has come out of has given Jagr a reason to be happy and as
courtesy of pbase.com/bubbahawk
Hie Red Hawks blew a big lead but were able to keep the Gothic Knights off the scoreboard 
in the tenth inning and eventually won the game.
left-hander Kevin Dalton, who pitched fights 
out baseball. NJCU did not score in the six 
innings Dalton pitched. Schoenig simply 
described Dalton’s performance as “outstand­
ing.”
Dalton’s strong pitching kick started 
MSU’s offense, as they came alive in the 
fourth and fifth innings, with important 
runs coming in the fifth off a Kevin Cuozzi 
single and a Lou Politan double, 
bringing the score to 10-9 
in favor of the Red Hawks.
MSU added an insur­
ance run in the 8th 
when an errant throw 
to third base allowed 
Evangelist to score.
The Red Hawks 
had the game in hand 
going into the top of the 
ninth. Right-handed- 
pitcher M arty Cabalar 
was brought in to seal 
the victory for MSU.
The first two outs came 
easily enough, but left runners 
on second and third base. Matt 
Caravano’s ground ball to third
walk, put runners on second and third with 
one out for Brian Butler.
“I was looking for a fastball,” the senior 
leftfielder said.
He got what he wanted. His single went 
up the right field fine, bringing home Cuozzi 
to win. the game for Montclair State, 12-11.
Despite the thrill the win pro- 
W'SHS v'ded for the fans, the team 
r W  was less than thrilled with 
their play during the game. 
When asked about the win, 
Coach Schoenig said, “It beats los
Brian Butler noted his 
team’s resiliency, say­
ing “We fought
..._ _  Thank God we
pulled it out.” 
The Red Hawks 
will need to con­
tinue their resil­
ient play, as they head into 
the weekend, with games 
on the road at Ramapo 
and the College of New 
Jersey, which could decide 
first place in the NJAC.
nowhere to be the team’s number one goalie. 
Of course, the team’s most important player 
has been Jaromir Jagr. He is back to his old 
self again and shows no signs of slowing 
down as the playoffs are approaching. He 
has led the Rangers to their destiny since 
day one, and he is the undisputed choice to 
win the H art Trophy as the. league’s most 
valuable player.
Jaromir Jagr was drafted in the first 
round, fifth overall in the 1990 entry draft 
by the Pittsburgh Penguins. He came into 
the league as an eighteen year old, hulking 
winger from Kladno, Czechoslovakia (now 
Czech. Republic).
Although he didn’t  speak English very 
well, it didn’t  m atter because he let his skill 
do the talking for him on the ice. In his first 
year, he was a member of the NHL All-Rookie 
Team, and the Penguins went on to win the 
Stanley Cup in back to back years (1991- 
1992). Jagr was emerging from a third-liner 
to a first-line scoring machine as he played 
alongside Mario Lemieux and Ron Francis. 
When Francis left and Lemieux retired for 
the first- time, Jagr was left to guide the 
Penguins, and he was as dominating as ever. 
He won the H art Trophy, A rt Ross Trophy 
(scoring leader) and an Olympic Gold Medal 
in the post Lemieux era. Many felt that Jagr 
would take over in place of Lemieux and 
Gretzky as the league’s best player.
When Lemieux came out of retirement in 
December, 2000, there were rumors going 
around that Jagr would be traded due to 
Pittsburgh’s financial woes. The rumors 
turned out to be true as Jagr was traded to 
the Washington Capitals.
The Capitals brought on a new chal­
lenge for Jagr. He would have to establish 
himself as the team’s leader once again, but
everyone has noticed, a happy Jagr is a pro­
ductive Jagr.
So far this year, Jagr led the league in 
goals and points, He has already broken 
Adam Graves’ single season goal scoring 
record for a Ranger and he has the single 
season point record for a Ranger previously 
set by Jean Ratelle (109).
For the first time in years, Jagr has been 
able to focus on what he does best, score 
points. He is currently on pace to break his 
own personal record for power play goals in 
a season. As the playoffs approach, look for 
Jagr to keep doing what he does best: putting 
points up with a smile.
courtesy of NHL.com
Jagr has led the Rangers to the playoffs for 
the first time in seven years.
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W ant To B e T he  
V oice Of M SU
S p o rts?
Sports Writers Needed For 
Baseball, Softball and Men’s and 
Women’s Lacrosse
Call Mike ext: 5241
Email: MSUsports@gmail.com
H ie M óntela non is a  C lass I O rganization of ttie  SGA, Inc.
Parking Services 
Custom er Service Survey
The Office of Facilities Operations invites students, faculty & staff to partici­
pate in an on-line Parking Services Customer Service Survey.
Your responses will help us to identify areas that are functioning well and to 
determine those areas where services can be enhanced.
This on-line survey can be completed any time between 
now and April 21 ,2006.
To complete a survey visit the Parking website at
httpi/www.montdair.eclu/parking
Thank you in advance for your participation in this important research process.
I M O N TCLA IR  
STATE
U N IV ER SITY
Questions about the survey? 
Call 973-655-5210
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SI»ORTS TRIV1A M f i
¡QUESTION
Player of The Week
Which MLB player holds the record for most 
homeruns hit by a pitcher in a single season?
«
1  J
WmËmmmÊmm
S en d  an y  o f  y o u r triv ia  q u e stio n s to  m susports@ gm ail.com
M atch 'Em
Match T h e se  M LB C lo sers to their team s
1. ) Derrick Turnbow
2. ) BobWickman
3. ) Mariano Rivera
4. ) Brian Fuentes
5. ) Todd Jones
6. ) Keith Foulke
7. ) Ambiorix Burgos
8. ) Armando Benitez
9. ) Chris Reitsma
seABjg
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IXeb Jlatok Paöeball
11-9-2 (5-2) Red Hawks 
vs.
20-8 (4-3) Cougars
Thursday April 13,2006 
3:30 p.m.
i m ï m B B B jB B
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
TCNJ 5-2 21-2 Rutgers-Camden 8-0 22-4
William Paterson 5-2 16-7 Rowan 5-3 27-3
Rutgers-Camden 5-2 18-8 Ramapo 5-3 17-6
MSU 5-2 12-9 William Paterson i 5-3 17-6
Kean 4-3 20-8 TCNJ 5-3 20-8
Rutgers-Newark 4-3 13-12 MSU 4 4 19-5
Rowan 3-4 18-7 Richard Stockton 3-5 15-11
Ramapo 2-6 13-12 Kean 3-5 14-12
Richard Stockton 2-6 12-13 Rutgers-Newark 2-6 15-13
NJCU 1-6 14-15 NJCU 0-8 9-16
This Week
Thurs. vs. Kean 3:30 p.m. 
Fri. @ Ramapo 3:30 p.m. 
Sat. @ TCNJ (DH) 12:00 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
4/11 - MSU 7, DeSales 3 
4/10-MSU 12, NJCU 11 
4/9 - MSU 8, Rutgers-Camden 6
This Week
Thurs. vs. Staten Island 3:00 p.m. 
Sat. @ TCNJ 1:00 p.m.
Tues. vs. NJCU 3:00 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
4/11 - MSU 13, Rutgers-Newark 4 
4/11 - MSU 8, Rutgers-Newark 0 
4/10 - MSU 4, Ramapo 0
-------------------- ------- --- -------------- --------- ]
New York Yankees 
Boston Red Sox 
Kansas City Royals 
Milwaukee Brewers 
San Francisco Giants 
Atlanta Braves 
Colorado Rockies 
Detroit Tigers 
Cleveland Indians
Senior , 1 
Hometown: Roseland, NJ
Totaro pitched seven innings against 
Hunter College and gave up no runs on 
only three hits and finished the game 
with five strikeouts in MSU's 1-0 win.
Honorable Mentions
■ SHAUNA BROCKLEBANK 
Sophomore
p Hometown: Wharton, NJ
Brockiebank had six goals and 
four assists in MSU's 19-1 win 
over Farmingdale State.
ANDREW VtCARO 
Junior
Hometown: Randolph, NJ
Vicaro was two for four with two 
RBI in the Red Hawks' 8-6 win 
over Rutgers-Camden.
Æ àr -
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JENNIFER JIMINEZ 
Freshman
Hometown: Linden, NJ
Jtmtnez had two hits in four 
at bats, drove in two runs and 
scored two runs herself in MSO's 
5-2 win over Hunter College.
BRI ANNÂGILL1N 
Jîlljip r.
Gilin had four goals and three 
assies in the Red Hawks' 14-9 
>^n©ver Goucher College.
Red Hawks Hold On vs. NJCU
PG. 30
Jaromir Jagr: Hart Trophy Candidate
PG. 30
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Bobby M elok 
S ta ff Writer
At a typical Montclair State 
University athletic event, you may 
see some empty seats. In fact, 
you may see a lot of empty seats. 
Some of the people that show up to 
games might as well be dressed like 
empty seats. And the attendees 
are usually students talking with 
their friends on cell phones, parents 
conversing amongst themselves 
and little kids running around 
the seats. The spectator’s focus is 
everywhere but the game going on 
in front of them. Why even bother 
showing up? Isn’t  the purpose of 
going to sports games to cheer your 
favorite team on? When did college 
sports become a social event on the 
level of going nut to eat or watching 
a movie?
The silence in the crowds at 
MSU games is deafening. With golf 
clap for a basket, a low “defense” 
chant, maybe a “Go Montclair!” or 
two, the Red Hawks might as well 
play in empty arenas.
Of 106 students on Montclair 
State campus faced with the 
question, “Are you interested in 
Montclair State University sports,” 
57 answered “Yes” and 49 said 
“No.” Of the 57 that said yes, 32 
were male and 25 were female. Of 
the 49 that said no, 21 were male 
and 28 were female. It seems that 
the men tend to be more interested 
than the women, and at a school 
like MSU, that has the same num­
ber of sports for men as for women, 
that is surprising.
YES
8 4 %
The most overwhelming statistic 
of all, is that the people who showed 
interest in MSU sports, still didn’t 
attend the games regularly, if at 
all. Of the people who answered 
“Yes,” 12 people said they attended 
zero games in their MSU careers. 
25 people said they attended 1-5 
games, 11 people said they attend­
ed 6-10 games and nine people said 
they attended'10 or more games. 
On the other hand, the people 
who answered “No” fit the pro­
file. 30 people said they attended 
zero games in their MSU careers. 
18 people said they attended 1-5 
games, one person said they attend­
ed 6-10 games and no one said they 
attended 10 or more games.
Montclair students spoke the
tru th  in the poll when asked which 
sports they liked to attend.
Football accounts for 35 percent 
of the average MSU attendance this 
year. 20 percent of students polled 
said they were interested in Red 
Hawk football. Basketball was the 
second most popular sport among 
the polled students, coming in at 
19 percent, which goes with men’s 
and women’s basketball being the 
second and third highest attended 
sports. However, the average atten­
dance for a men’s basketball game 
is about 500 less than a football 
game, a women’s game has around 
700 less.
The least attended sports at 
MSU were all women’s sports. Field 
hockey and women’s soccer each
accounted for four percent of MSU 
attendance this year and softball 
is three percent so far. That corre­
lates with our poll, as three percent 
of polled students were interested 
in field hockey, seven percent in 
soccer, and one person out of 109 
said they liked MSU softball. MSU 
students are missing out, as the 
field hockey team qualified for the 
NCAA tournament,, and the soft- 
ball team is having an amazing 
season, compiling a 19-5 record so 
far.
The surprising fact to come out 
of this survey is the inte rest in 
sports that are either not at the 
varsity level or no longer exist at 
Montclair State. Ten percent of the 
students that participated in the
poll said they were interested in the 
now-defunct MSU wrestling team, 
almost four percent were fans of 
MSU ice hockey, which is currently 
a club sport, and four and a half 
percent showed interest in tennis, 
which was removed from the ath­
letic program last year.
The results of this poll were 
Surprising, considering the apathy 
shown towards our sports teams 
by the general population of MSU. 
Can anything be done to draw stu­
dents out of their rooms and to the 
MSU sports fields? The teams do 
all they can. After all, they have 
games to prepare for, promotion is 
the least of their worries. The only 
way the indifference can be over­
come is with school spirit, which 
lies within the student body.
Of course, this poll was of a 
small percentage of the 16,000 
people that attend Montclair State 
University. How do you feel about 
Montclair State sports? Let your 
school know by showing up.
Red Hawk Tidbits
Highest Attendance 
1,427
Football: vs. Iona College 9/3/05
Lowest Attendance 
34
Softball: vs. John Jay 3/28/06
Of the 106 people polled, four par­
ticipants did not know our teams 
are named the Red Hawks.
One faculty member was polled 
and was interested in Red Hawk 
sports. He was a soccer fan.
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First Team ECAC Metro All-Star. 
NJAC Player of the Year.
14th M SU player to reach 1,000 points. 
Led team with 13.4 points per game. 
Averaged a double-double in her 
freshman year.
NHFHCA All-American.
ECAC Division III All-Star.
NJAC Attack Player of the Year. 
Led NJAC in goals (15) and assists 
-(11).
Led team with 41 points.
Gian Paul Gonzalez
Division III All-American.
ECAC Division III Metro Player of the Year. 
NJAC Player of the Year.
Featured in Sports Illustrated’s 
“Faces in the Crowd.”
ESPN The Magazine All-Academic Team.
Division III All-American.
Placed 5th at NCAA Championships. 
Ranked 5th nationally in 133 lb. class. 
Led team with 20-3 record.
Won 133 lb. class at Metropolitan 
Championships.
Second Team All-NJAC.
Tied for team lead in points (25). 
Second on team with 10 goals and 
5 assists.
.581 scoring percentage.
Tied for 9th in NJAC points.
Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.html for more information
